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INTRODUCTION
The California Attorney General has primary responsibility for
supervising and regulating charitable organizations in California. The
Attorney General has broad common law and statutory authority to carry out
these enforcement responsibilities, including the power to require charitable
organizations to furnish information and reports. Plaintiff Center for
Competitive Politics, a non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation registered with the
State’s Registry of Charitable Trusts, takes issue with one such requirement:
that it annually submit to the Attorney General a complete copy of its
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form 990, Schedule B, which lists the
names and addresses of its major contributors. The Attorney General keeps
this information in the Registry of Charitable Trusts, where it is used
exclusively for law enforcement purposes, and is protected from public
disclosure.
Although this reporting requirement is both an ordinary exercise of the
State’s police power and a critical enforcement tool, plaintiff insists that it
violates its constitutional rights. Specifically, plaintiff alleged that the
Attorney General’s demand for a copy of the Schedule B on file with the
IRS violates its First Amendment right to freedom of association and the

1
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Supremacy Clause. Here, plaintiff appeals the denial of its motion to
preliminarily enjoin enforcement of that reporting requirement.
The district court’s decision should be affirmed because plaintiff did
not meet its burden to justify preliminary relief. It offered no evidence that
the disclosure of donor information to a confidential state registry would
have any effect on, let alone infringe, its associational rights. Moreover,
even if plaintiff could establish a prima facie case of infringement, the
disclosure requirement would survive scrutiny because it is narrowly tailored
to achieve a compelling state interest. Plaintiff’s preemption argument is
similarly unsupported. There is no evidence that Congress intended to
preempt state reporting requirements, nor is there any conflict between the
relevant federal and state laws. Finally, plaintiff also failed to offer any
evidence that it would suffer injury in the absence of injunctive relief. By
contrast, had the district court enjoined enforcement of state law, the harm to
the State and to the public interest would have been considerable.
Accordingly, the district court properly denied plaintiff’s motion for a
preliminary injunction.

2
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
The Attorney General agrees with plaintiff’s Jurisdictional Statement.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
1.

Did the district court properly determine that plaintiff has no

likelihood of success on the merits of its claim that the challenged disclosure
requirement violates the First Amendment right to freedom of association?
2.

Did the district court properly determine that plaintiff has no

likelihood of success on the merits of its claim that the challenged disclosure
requirement violates the Supremacy Clause?
3.

Did the district court properly determine that because plaintiff had

not established any likelihood of success on the merits of its claims or any of
the remaining preliminary injunction factors, its motion for preliminary
injunction must be denied?
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
State law, including the Supervision of Trustees and Fundraisers for
Charitable Purposes Act, California Government Code sections 12580 et
seq., vests the Attorney General with broad authority to monitor and regulate
charitable organizations, including the power to require charitable
organizations to furnish information and reports. See Cal. Gov’t Code
§§ 12598(a), 12581, 12584, 12586; see also Appellant’s Excerpts of Record
3
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(ER) 53, 54-55. Pursuant to state regulations, charitable organizations must
file, among other things, a complete copy of the IRS Form 990 as filed with
the IRS, including an unredacted Schedule B that includes information about
major donors. See, e.g., Cal. Code Regs. tit. 11, § 301 (2014).
Plaintiff never filed with the Registry a copy of its IRS Form 990
Schedule B with its major donor information, as required by law, but this
compliance failure was not caught until this year. See ER 54. Plaintiff then
received a letter from the Attorney General’s Office dated February 6, 2014,
instructing it to submit a complete copy of its Schedule B as filed with the
IRS. ER 54, 61. In response, plaintiff sued the Attorney General to enjoin
enforcement of that demand. The Complaint alleges that the requirement to
file a Schedule B with complete donor information violates the Supremacy
Clause, the First Amendment, and 42 U.S.C. section 1983. ER 58-60.1
Plaintiff then unsuccessfully moved the district court to preliminarily
enjoin the Attorney General from enforcing compliance with state law.

1

Although the Complaint challenges only the Attorney General’s
letter demanding the complete copy of its Schedule B, this demand cannot
be properly understood or evaluated except in the context of the statutory
scheme pursuant to which it is made. Accordingly, the relevant state law is
set forth and analyzed herein.
4
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ER 4-16. The district court held that plaintiff had not met its burden to show
a likelihood of success on the merits of its claims. ER 11, 14-15.
The district court first rejected plaintiff’s Supremacy Clause arguments.
ER 7-11. It noted that plaintiff had failed to meet its burden to rebut the
presumption against preemption. ER 8-11. In finding no express
preemption, the court found no evidence that Congress intended to “prevent
state agencies from making requests for tax information such as Defendant’s
directly from 501(c)(3) organizations in the language of Section 6104, or
any other section of the [Internal Revenue Code].” ER 8. With respect to
field and conflict preemption, the district court relied on this Court’s
analysis of the legislative history of Internal Revenue Code section 6103 in
Stokwitz v. United States, 831 F.2d 893, 895-896 (9th Cir. 1987), and
concluded that the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) applies only to the
disclosure of tax information filed with the IRS by the IRS. ER 9. The court
noted that Congress was careful to avoid limiting the right of state agencies
and state Attorneys General to obtain information from taxpayers and/or tax
exempt organizations directly. ER 10-11. Because “there is little doubt that
Congress’s intent was to regulate the IRS, not state agencies,” and in the
complete absence of any evidence to the contrary, the court determined that

5
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plaintiff could not meet its burden of showing it was likely to succeed on the
merits of its preemption argument. ER 11.
The district court next ruled that plaintiff had failed to establish any
likelihood of success as to its First Amendment freedom of association
claims. ER 11-14. The court determined that pursuant to Ninth Circuit law,
including Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 591 F.3d 1147 (9th Cir. 2009), Brock v.
Local 373, Plumbers Int’l Union of America, 860 F.2d 346 (9th Cir. 1988),
and Dole v. Local Union 375, Plumbers Int’l Union of America (Dole II),
950 F.2d 1456 (9th Cir. 1991), plaintiff was required to establish a prima
facie case of infringement of its associational rights. ER 11-14. The court
held that plaintiff had not articulated any objective, specific harm that its
members would suffer from providing its major donor information in an
unredacted copy of its Schedule B, and thus had failed to establish a prima
facie showing of infringement. ER 14. The court further held that even if
plaintiff had made a prima facie showing of infringement, the First
Amendment challenge to disclosure would likely fail because the
requirement appears to be narrowly tailored to achieve a compelling state
interest. ER 14-15.
Finally, turning to the other preliminary injunction factors, the court
ruled that because plaintiff had failed to establish any likelihood of success
6
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on its constitutional claims, it could not establish that it was likely to suffer
irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief or that the balance of
equities tipped in its favor. ER 15. The court also determined that “it was in
the public interest that [the Attorney General] continues to serve [as] chief
regulator of charitable organizations in the state in the manner sought.” ER
15.
Plaintiff timely appealed. ER 1-2.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
I.

THE RELEVANT STATUTORY SCHEMES
A.

The California Supervision of Trustees and Fundraisers
for Charitable Purposes Act

Although plaintiff suggests that the Attorney General does not have
authority to demand its donor information,” this is incorrect.2 See PlaintiffAppellant’s Opening Brief (AOB) 18. The Attorney General’s demand for
plaintiff’s Schedule B was made pursuant to her well-established statutory
and common-law powers. Specifically, the Attorney General is the chief
law officer of the State of California, CAL. CONST. art. 5, §13, and has broad
2

Plaintiff’s assertion that the Attorney General has “failed to provide
applicable statutory references for her asserted authority to demand [its]
donor information” is puzzling. AOB 18. The relevant law was fully
briefed before the district court and discussed in the court’s order denying
plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction. See ER 10-11; Appellee’s
Supplemental Excerpts of Record (SER) 13-15.
7
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authority under the California Constitution, statute, and common law to
bring actions to enforce the laws of the state and to protect public rights and
interests, see D’Amico v. Bd. of Medical Examiners, 11 Cal. 3d 1, 14 (1974).
Of particular relevance here, under the Supervision of Trustees and
Fundraisers for Charitable Purposes Act (the Act), the Attorney General has
primary responsibility to supervise charitable trusts and public benefit
corporations incorporated in, or conducting business in California (of which
plaintiff is one) and to protect charitable assets for their intended use. See
Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 12598(a), 12581. She also has “broad powers under
common law and California statutory law to carry out these charitable trust
enforcement responsibilities.” Id. § 12598(a); see also Cal. Bus. & Prof.
Code §§ 17510-17510.95; Cal. Corp. Code §§ 5110, et seq.; Hardman v.
Feinstein, 195 Cal. App. 3d 157, 161 (1987). The Attorney General may
investigate transactions and relationships to ascertain whether the purposes
of the corporation or trust are being carried out. In order to do so, she may
require any agent, trustee, fiduciary, beneficiary, institution, association, or
corporation, or other person to appear and to produce records. Cal. Gov’t
Code § 12588. Any such order has the same force as a subpoena. Id.
§12589. The Attorney General has specific authority to require periodic

8
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written reports deemed necessary to her supervisory and enforcement duties.
Id. § 12586.
Pursuant to the Act, the Attorney General is required to maintain a
register of charitable corporations and their trustees and trusts (the Registry),
and “to that end,” to obtain “whatever information, copies of instruments,
reports, and records are needed for the establishment and maintenance of the
register.” Cal. Gov’t Code § 12584. Within 30 days after receiving property,
every charitable corporation and trustee subject to the Act must file an initial
registration form, id. § 12585, and thereafter must also file periodic written
reports with the Attorney General, id. § 12586(b); see also Younger v.
Wisdom Society, 121 Cal. App. 3d 683, 691 (1981).
The Attorney General is also required to promulgate rules and
regulations specifying the deadlines for filing reports, the contents thereof,
and the manner of executing and filing them. Cal. Gov’t Code § 12586(b).
These “periodic written reports” include: “the Annual Registration Renewal
Fee Report, (“RRF-1”) . . . which must be filed with the Registry of
Charitable Trusts annually, as well as the Internal Revenue Service Form
990, which must be filed on an annual basis with the Registry of Charitable
Trusts, as well as with the Internal Revenue Service . . . .” Cal. Code Regs.
tit. 11, § 301 (2014). Moreover, “[w]hen requested by the Attorney General
9
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any periodic report shall be supplemented to include such additional
information as the Attorney General deems necessary to enable the Attorney
General to ascertain whether the corporation, trust or other relationship is
being properly administered.” Id. § 306. If a charitable organization fails to
register or file its periodic report with the Registry, its state tax exemption
may be disallowed. See Cal. Rev. & Tax. Code § 23703(b)(1).
To reduce the reporting burden on filers, the California Attorney
General’s Office adopted IRS Form 990, including Schedule B, as the
primary reporting document for entities required to file annual reports with
the Registry. See Cal. Code Regs. tit. 11, § 301 (2014). Although other
Registry filings are open to public inspection, see Cal. Gov’t Code § 12590,
the Schedule B is not. Schedule B is and always has been treated as a
confidential document. See ER 50-51. Schedules B and all other
confidential documents are kept in separate files that are used exclusively for
law enforcement purposes and are not available to the public. ER 50-51.
Those confidential “files” are now electronic records. ER 50. The
documents are scanned separately and labeled confidential. ER 50-51. The
Registry makes the non-confidential documents available to the public on its

10
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searchable website, but the Schedule B records are accessible only to inhouse staff. ER 50-51.3
B.

The Confidentiality and Disclosure Requirements of the
Internal Revenue Code

Most tax-exempt organizations, such as those organized under Internal
Revenue Code section 501(c)(3), are required to file with the IRS an annual
information return — the Form 990 or some variation thereof. See I.R.C.
§ 6033. The Form 990 is an eleven-part core form with schedules to be
completed by those organizations that satisfy the applicable requirements for
each schedule. See SER 28, 30-42. Exempt organizations, including
501(c)(3) corporations, must make their annual returns available to the
public, and must provide copies upon request. See I.R.C. § 6104(d). They
need not, however, provide the names and addresses of contributors in
response to such requests. Id. § 6104(d)(3)(A). Thus, many exempt
organizations maintain a “public disclosure” copy of their Schedule B that
omits identifying information about their contributors.

3

In response to a California Public Records Act request for an
organization’s filings, only the “public file” is made available for review.
The Attorney General does not produce confidential information or
documents in response to such requests. See Cal. Gov’t Code § 6254(k);
Cal. Evid. Code § 1040.
11
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As a general rule, the IRS cannot disclose tax returns or tax return
information. I.R.C. § 6103(a). However, there are exceptions. IRC section
6104 provides rules for public inspection at IRS offices of the information
returns, annual reports, applications, contributions, expenditures, and other
information pertaining to exempt organizations. Section 6104 also provides
rules pursuant to which the IRS can disclose to Congress and “appropriate”
state officials, including state Attorneys General, certain information
pertaining to tax-exempt organizations. Id. § 6104(a)-(c). No such
disclosures can be made unless the agency, body, or commission to which
disclosure is made establishes procedures satisfactory to the IRS for
safeguarding the tax information they receive. See I.R.C. § 6103(p)(4);
Treas. Reg. § 301.6103(c)-1 (2013); Procedure for Disclosure of Returns
and Return Information, I.R.B. P 61,034.02. These safeguards must include:
a permanent system of standardized records, a secure place to store the
information, restrictions on access, protection of confidentiality, reports to
the IRS on the procedures to maintain confidentiality, and the return or
destruction (or safekeeping, in some cases) of used material.
I.R.C. § 6103(p)(4); Treas. Reg. § 301.6103(c)-1. California has established
and maintains such procedures. See generally ER 50-51; see also IRS Pub.

12
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No. 1075 (January 2014), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irspdf/p1075.pdf.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The district court properly denied injunctive relief because plaintiff
could not show a likelihood of success on any of its claims. With respect to
its First Amendment freedom of association claim, plaintiff failed to
establish that filing a copy of its Schedule B, including donor information,
will “chill” its associational rights. Indeed, it offered not one objective and
articulable fact to substantiate its infringement claim, falling well short of
demonstrating that the disclosure would have any effect on either its
organization or its members that would interfere with their First Amendment
rights. Moreover, even if plaintiff could establish a prima facie case of
infringement, the First Amendment challenge would still fail because the
disclosure requirement is narrowly tailored to achieve a compelling state
interest.
Plaintiff’s Supremacy Clause claim is also without merit. There is no
support for the argument that Congress intended to preclude state attorneys
general, who are the primary regulators of charitable organizations,
including section 501(c)(3) organizations, from obtaining information about
their major donors. To the contrary, Congress explicitly permits the
13
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collection of this information. Restrictions in the Internal Revenue Code
governing the ability of the IRS to disseminate tax return information simply
do not apply to demands made by state officials (or anyone else outside the
IRS) directly to charitable organizations either for copies of the returns
themselves or for the information contained in those returns. Accordingly,
and because there is no conflict between federal and state law, plaintiff
cannot rebut the strong presumption against preemption.
Because plaintiff has no likelihood of success on the merits of any of its
claims, and because in the absence of constitutional injury it cannot meet the
standard required for a preliminary injunction, the district court properly
denied the motion, and its order should be affirmed.
ARGUMENT
I.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
This Court reviews the grant or denial of a preliminary injunction for

abuse of discretion. Am. Trucking Ass’ns v. City of Los Angeles, 559 F.3d
1046, 1052 (9th Cir. 2009). On review it must be determined “whether the
court employed the appropriate legal standards governing the issuance of a
preliminary injunction and whether the district court correctly apprehended
the law with respect to the underlying issues in the case.” A&M Records,
Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004, 1013 (9th Cir. 2001). “As long as the
14
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district court got the law right, it will not be reversed simply because the
appellate court would have arrived at a different result if it had applied the
law to the facts of the case.” Id. (quoting Gregorio T. v. Wilson, 59 F.3d
1002, 1004 (9th Cir. 1995)) (internal quotation marks omitted). The district
court’s findings of fact are reviewed for clear error. Husain v. Olympic
Airways, 316 F.3d 829, 835 (9th Cir. 2002). A district court’s conclusions
of law are reviewed de novo. Freeman v. Allstate Life Ins. Co., 253 F.3d
533, 536 (9th Cir. 2001).
II.

THE DISTRICT COURT CORRECTLY DETERMINED THAT
PLAINTIFF FAILED TO DEMONSTRATE ANY LIKELIHOOD OF
SUCCESS ON THE MERITS
A.

State Law Reporting Requirements Do Not Violate the
First Amendment Right to Freedom of Association.

Plaintiff failed to meet its burden to show any probability of success on
its First Amendment freedom of association claim. ER 14. On appeal, it
continues to assert that all disclosure requirements are inherently and/or
presumptively unconstitutional. However, contrary to the suggestions of
plaintiff and amici curiae National Organization for Marriage, Inc. and
National Organization for Marriage Educational Trust Fund (collectively,
NOM) see AOB 8; NOM Brief 4-5, although compelled disclosure of
membership lists can constitute a substantial infringement on the freedom of
association guaranteed by the First and Fourteenth Amendments, see, e.g.,
15
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NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 462 (1958), this does not mean that every
disclosure requirement necessarily does violate the right to freedom of
association. To the contrary, where the government interest in the
information is compelling and the burden, if any, on associational rights is
modest, this Court and the Supreme Court repeatedly have rejected First
Amendment challenges and upheld the validity of disclosure requirements.
See, e.g., Citizens United v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 558 U.S. 310, 366-371
(2010) (upholding disclosure provisions of Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act
of 2002, where there was legitimate interest in information and no evidence
of any First Amendment chill); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 66, 69-72
(1976) (noting that “there are governmental interests sufficiently important
to outweigh the possibility of infringement” and upholding disclosure
requirement where “any serious infringement on First Amendment rights
brought about by the compelled disclosure of contributors is highly
speculative”); Protectmarriage.com-Yes on 8 v. Bowen, --- F.3d ---, No. 1117884, 2014 WL 2085305, *3 (9th Cir. May 20, 2014) (citing cases); Dole v.
Local Union 375, Plumbers Int’l Union of America (“Dole”), 921 F.2d 969,
973 (9th Cir. 1990).
Here, the Act requires tax-exempt charitable organizations, like
plaintiff, to submit a complete copy of the Schedule B on file with the IRS,
16
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including major donor information, to the Registry where it is used
exclusively for law enforcement purposes and is protected from public
disclosure. See Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 12598(a), 12584, 12586(b); Cal. Code
Regs. tit. 11, § 301. As the district court concluded, plaintiff failed to make
a prima facie showing that compliance with this limited reporting
requirement amounts to colorable First Amendment infringement. ER 14.
Indeed, plaintiff provided no evidence that filing its complete schedule B
with the Registry would have any effect on, let alone “chill” its members’
right to free association. Accordingly, its First Amendment associational
rights claim fails at the threshold. See Dole, 921 F.2d at 974; see also
Buckley, 424 U.S. at 69-70. Moreover, and as determined by the district
court, even if plaintiff had demonstrated some harm to its members’
associational rights, the Act’s reporting and disclosure requirements would
survive even the most exacting scrutiny. ER 11-12.
1.

Plaintiff did not make a prima facie showing of
infringement of its associational rights.

This Court has held that to prevail on its associational rights claim,
plaintiff must establish a “prima facie showing of arguable First Amendment
infringement.” Brock, 860 F.2d at 349-50 (citing United States v. Trader’s
State Bank, 695 F.2d 1132, 1133 (9th Cir. 1983) (internal punctuation
17
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omitted)); see also Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 591 F.3d at 1160-61. In order
to make this prima facie showing, plaintiff must demonstrate that
enforcement of the Act’s reporting and disclosure requirements will result in
(1) harassment, membership withdrawal, or discouragement of new
members, or (2) other consequences that objectively suggest an impact on,
or “chilling” of the members’ associational rights. Brock, 860 F.2d at 350.
The prima facie test has two tiers: first, plaintiff “must demonstrate a causal
link between the disclosure and the prospective harm to associational
rights;” and second, plaintiff “must demonstrate that [it] is the type of
association where exposure could incite threats, harassment, acts of
retribution, or other adverse consequences from affiliating with it.” Dole,
921 F.2d at 972. Only if a plaintiff makes this showing does the burden then
shift to the government to demonstrate that the disclosure requirement is
substantially related to an important government interest and is sufficiently
tailored to achieve that interest. See id. at 971; Brock, 860 F.2d at 350.
As the district court held, plaintiff failed to make this showing. ER 14.
Plaintiff offered only the unelaborated suggestion that by requiring
disclosure of the name and address of contributors of more than 5,000
dollars to the Attorney General, the Act “threatens to curtail” its financial
support. See SER 104. However, plaintiff provided absolutely no evidence
18
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to support this assertion, and it is not obvious that submitting to the Registry
in confidence the same Schedule B filed with the IRS would have any effect
on financial support, either generally or to plaintiff in particular. As this
Court has held, mere speculation about or opinion of the possible
consequences of such disclosure is entirely inadequate. Dole, 921 F.2d at
974; see also Buckley, 424 U.S. at 71-72. Although plaintiff seeks to
“equate[] the mere fact of disclosure with a first amendment chill,” “more
than an argument that disclosure leads to exposure” or any other undesired
outcome is required. Dole, 921 F.2d at 974. Rather, in order to meet its
burden, plaintiff must present objective and articulable facts, which go
“beyond broad allegations or subjective fears.” Dole II, 950 F.2d at 1469
(citation and internal quotation omitted); see also Dole, 921 F.2d at 974
(noting that in addition to failing to offer any objective indicia of an
“associational chill,” plaintiffs did not explain “how its subjective fear of
reprisals could be realized,” given that government policy protected the
information from public disclosure).
Because plaintiff did not offer even a single objective fact to show that
there is an infringement of its associational rights or a “reasonable
probability” that the Act’s reporting and disclosure requirements will subject
its members to “threats, harassment, or reprisals from either government
19
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officials or private parties,” or any other consequence that objectively
suggests a negative impact on its members’ associational rights, the district
court properly determined that it cannot succeed on the merits of its freedom
of association claim. See ER 14; see also Dole, 921 F.2d at 973 (“factual
gaps in [plaintiff’s] evidence are fatal to its case”); ProtectMarriage.com v.
Bowen, 599 F. Supp. 2d 1197, 1251 (E.D. Cal. 2009) (denying motion for
preliminary injunction on freedom of association claim where “notably
absent from this case is any evidence that those burdens hypothesized by the
Supreme Court would befall the current Plaintiffs”); aff’d in part, dismissed
in part as moot, --- F.3d ---, No. 11-17884, 2014 WL 2085305.
a.

Plaintiff’s attempts to avoid making a prima
facie showing of infringement are unavailing.

Plaintiff does not dispute that it failed to provide any evidence of harm
and/or impact caused by the challenged reporting requirement.4 Rather it
4

Amici NOM attempts to insert harm caused by the challenged
disclosure requirement by detailing the negative consequences it has faced
when information about its members has been made public. See NOM Brief
2-6. NOM’s evidence, however, is both procedurally improper and
irrelevant. See Miller-Wohl Co. v. Commissioner of Labor & Industry, 694
F.2d 203, 204 (9th Cir. 1983) (“[A]micus has been consistently precluded
from initiating legal proceedings, filing pleadings, or otherwise participating
and assuming control of the controversy in a totally adversarial fashion.”)
(citation omitted). Not only is the donor information contained in the
Schedule B kept confidential and not disclosed to the public, but amici NOM
(continued…)
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argues that it is the government that bears the burden of justifying disclosure
requirements in the first instance and thus, that the district court erred in
requiring plaintiff to demonstrate with evidence the probability of a chill on
its First Amendment association rights. See AOB 10-16. However, this
argument finds no support in the law. Accordingly, plaintiff strains to
distinguish this Court’s established case law setting forth the burden of proof
on associational rights claims and cites a number of cases that are either
inapposite or undermine its argument. See, e.g., AOB 11-12.
Plaintiff errs in contending that cases such as Brock, 860 F.2d 346,
Dole, 921 F.2d 969, and Dole II, 950 F.2d 1456, which set forth the
requirement that plaintiff demonstrate a prima facie showing of First
Amendment infringement, only apply to cases involving government
investigations into wrongdoing and are thus inapposite to this case, which
involves a “general compelled disclosure regime.” AOB 13-16. Although
these three cases happened to arise in the context of subpoenas issued during

(…continued)
is not a party to this action and thus any evidence of harm to its members has
no bearing on whether plaintiff met its burden to establish a prima facie case
of infringement of its own First Amendment rights.
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government investigations, plaintiff’s attempt to limit their holding fails.5
Notably, this Court has applied the same two-part First Amendment
framework outside the context of investigations. For example, in Perry v.
Schwarzenegger, 591 F.3d 1147, this Court applied the scheme set forth in
Brock and Dole to a claim of associational privilege in the context of a civil
discovery dispute. See id. at 1160-65 (citing Brock, 860 F.2d at 349-50 and
Dole II, 950 F.2d at 1149-61)6; see also Doe No. 1 v. Reed, 697 F.3d 1235,
1246-49 (9th Cir. 2012) (N.R. Smith, J., concurring) (citing Brock, Dole, and

5

Even if the requirement to establish a prima facie case were only
applicable to law enforcement investigations, and it is not, as the district
court found, “in light of [the Attorney General’s] role as the state’s chief
regulator of charitable organizations,” her demand is “analogous” to and
serves similar interests as the disclosures sought in Brock and Dole. ER 14.
Contrary to plaintiff’s contention, there is nothing in these cases that
suggests that to be valid a disclosure requirement must be “preceded by
some form of individualized suspicion of wrongdoing.” AOB 15.
6

Plaintiff’s attempt to distinguish Perry fails. It states, without any
meaningful analysis or elaboration, that Perry does not support “imposing a
prima facie burden upon CCP.” AOB 13. Although plaintiff notes that
proponents in Perry prevailed on their assertion of First Amendment
privilege, that is because, unlike here, proponents submitted enough
evidence to create “a reasonable inference that disclosure would have the
practical effects of discouraging political association and inhibiting internal
campaign communications that are essential to effective association and
expression” and, also unlike here, the parties seeking disclosure had “not
shown a sufficient need for the information.” 591 F.3d at 1163, 1165.
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Dole II, and applying two-part framework to as-applied challenge to
disclosure of supporters of referendum under state Public Records Act).7
Further, and perhaps of greater significance, the requirement to
establish a prima facie showing of infringement of the right to association is
derived from long-standing Supreme Court jurisprudence, including NAACP
v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516 (1960), and
Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, on which plaintiff mistakenly relies. In both
NAACP and Bates, the party seeking to withhold information made a prima
facie showing that disclosure would infringe its First Amendment rights. In
NAACP, where the State of Alabama sought to compel the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) to produce a
7

Other circuits also apply this two-part framework to First
Amendment associational rights claims in a variety of contexts. See, e.g., In
re Motor Fuel Temperature Sales Practices Litig., 641 F.3d 470, 489-492
(10th Cir. 2011) (rejecting claim of First Amendment privilege in discovery
context and stating that “the weight of authority regarding the First
Amendment privilege has always required the party asserting the privilege to
initially demonstrate a reasonable probability that disclosure will chill its
associational rights”); Nat’l Org. for Women v. Terry, 886 F.2d 1339, 1355
(2d Cir. 1989) (“In each of the [controlling] cases the party withholding
information from a court or public agency made a prima facie showing that
disclosure would infringe its First Amendment rights. . . . [such as
demonstrating] that disclosure of members’ identities exposed these
members to economic reprisal, loss of employment, threat of physical
coercion, and other manifestations of public hostility.”) (quotations omitted);
United States v. Comley, 890 F.2d 539, 543-45 (1st Cir. 1989).
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list of all its members, the NAACP made an “uncontroverted showing that
on past occasions” disclosure of members’ identities “exposed these
members to economic reprisal, loss of employment, threat of physical
coercion, and other manifestations of public hostility.” 357 U.S. at 462.
Similarly, in Bates there was:
substantial uncontroverted evidence that that public
identification of persons in the community as members
of the organizations had been followed by harassment
and threats of bodily harm. There was also evidence
that fear of community hostility and economic reprisals
that would follow public disclosure of the membership
lists had discouraged new members from joining the
organizations and induced former members to
withdraw. This repressive effect . . . was brought to
bear only after the exercise of governmental power had
threatened to force disclosure of the members’ names.
361 U.S. at 524. Once this “uncontroverted showing” of a significant
infringement on associational rights was established, the Court then
considered the nature of the government’s interest and determined that
neither the state’s interest in regulating business nor the city’s power to
impose licensing taxes outweighed the possible encroachment on First
Amendment rights. See NAACP, 357 U.S. at 464; Bates, 361 U.S. 524-25.8
8

Similarly, in Brown v. Socialist Workers ’74 Campaign Committee,
the Court held that the compelled disclosure of contributions to and
expenditures by the Socialist Workers Party was unconstitutional in light of
(continued…)
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By contrast, in Buckley, appellants did not make the “requisite factual
showing.” 424 U.S. at 69. As the Court stated, “no appellant in this case has
tendered record evidence of the sort proffered in NAACP v. Alabama.” Id. at
71. Instead, appellants “at best [offered] the testimony of several minorparty officials that one or two persons refused to make contributions because
of the possibility of disclosure.” Id. at 71-72. The Court concluded that “on
this record, the substantial public interest in disclosure identified by the
legislative history of this Act outweighs the harm generally alleged.” Id. at
72.9 Thus, although the Supreme Court did not use the specific phrase

(…continued)
“substantial evidence” of harassment, including “proof of specific incidents”
of “threatening phone calls and hate mail, the burning of [party] literature,
the destruction of [party] members’ property, police harassment of a party
candidate, . . . the firing of shots at [a party] office,” and the dismissal of 22
party members by their employers. 459 U.S. 87, 98-99 (1982). By contrast,
here there is no suggestion that plaintiff is politically or financially
vulnerable or has faced government hostility and/or brutal and pervasive
private violence. As discussed above, not only has plaintiff not provided the
type and quality of evidence produced in NAACP, Bates, and Brown, it has
produced no cognizable evidence of First Amendment chill whatsoever.
9

The Court in Buckley articulated a balancing test for evaluating
disclosure requirements in the context of minor political parties: the burden
on individual rights “must be weighed carefully against the interests which
[the government] has sought to promote by th[e] legislation.” 424 U.S. at
68. This formulation, while slightly different from the framework described
above, also presupposes evidence of some burden on individual rights.
Plaintiff has demonstrated no such burden.
25
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“prima facie case,” plaintiff’s notion that under the “heightened standard”
set forth in these cases, it is not required to demonstrate prima facie First
Amendment harm, see AOB 10-12, is unfounded.
Acorn Investments v. City of Seattle, 887 F.2d 219 (9th Cir. 1989) and
Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60 (1960), on which plaintiff relies, are not to
the contrary. Both of these cases concern infringement on the right to
protected expression arising from extremely broad requirements to disclose
information that was then publicly available. In Acorn, this Court held that
an ordinance that targeted content-specific protected speech and required the
disclosure of the names and addresses of shareholders in adult entertainment
panoram businesses burdened protected expression and “might have a
chilling effect on that expression.” 887 F.2d at 225. The Court concluded
that there was no logical connection between the city’s legitimate interest in
compliance with the ordinance and the disclosure requirement because
shareholders are not legally responsible for corporate management and
would have no impact on compliance. Id. at 226. The decision in Talley is
similarly inapposite. Talley also did not address associational rights; it
concerned the right to anonymity for people engaged in political speech. In
that case, the Supreme Court invalidated as a facial violation of the First
Amendment right to free speech an ordinance that prohibited the distribution
26
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of “any hand-bill in any place under any circumstances'” that did not have
on its face the name and address of the “person who printed, wrote,
compiled or manufactured” it, and of the person who distributed it. 362 U.S.
at 60-61. Here, by contrast, there is no evidence that the challenged
disclosure requirement has any effect on protected expression, let alone that
“identification and fear of reprisal might deter perfectly peaceful discussions
of public matters of importance.” Talley, 362 U.S. at 65. Moreover, and
unlike in Acorn and Talley, the limited amount of donor information
disclosed to the state is kept confidential and protected from public
disclosure. See ER 12; Talley, 362 U.S. at 65 (“there are times and
circumstances when States may not compel members of groups engaged in
the dissemination of ideas to be publicly identified.”) (citing NAACP, 357
U.S. 449 and Bates, 361 U.S. 516); Acorn, 887 F.2d at 225.
Accordingly, and in light of well-settled Supreme Court and Ninth
Circuit jurisprudence, plaintiff cannot avoid its burden to establish a
showing of some harm to its associational rights arising from the challenged
disclosure requirement. As the district court concluded, plaintiff’s complete
failure to demonstrate that providing the Attorney General with its Schedule
B donor information would burden, affect, or harm its membership is fatal to
its freedom of association claim and cannot support issuance of a
27
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preliminary injunction. See ER 14; see also Buckley, 424 U.S. at 69-72;
Dole, 921 F.2d at 974.
2.

The State reporting and disclosure requirements are
reasonable and substantially related to the State’s
compelling law enforcement interest.

Because plaintiff has not made a prima facie showing, the Court need
not examine whether the contested Schedule B disclosure requirement
survives exacting scrutiny.10 See Dole, 921 F.2d at 974. However, even if
the Court were to undertake this analysis, the requirement would be found
valid. Plaintiff apparently concedes, as it must, that the Attorney General’s
request, and by extension the Act’s disclosure requirements, are based on a
compelling interest. As noted above, the Attorney General has primary
responsibility for supervising charitable trusts and public benefit
corporations in California to protect charitable assets for their intended use.
See Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 12598(a) & 12581.11 Her interest, and that of the
10

The district court appears to have determined that the disclosure
requirement satisfied strict scrutiny. ER 14-15. Although the correct
standard is exacting scrutiny, see, e.g., Doe No. 1 v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 198
(2010), the Act’s disclosure requirements are valid under any level of
scrutiny.
11

Amici NOM incorrectly states that while the IRS needs Schedule B
information to monitor charities and foundations and make sure that they are
serving the public interest, the Attorney General “does not serve the same
functions and interests as the IRS, and so must show some other interest.”
(continued…)
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State, in performing this regulatory and oversight function and securing
compliance with the law is compelling. See, e.g., Riley v. Nat’l Fed’n of the
Blind of N. Carolina, Inc., 487 U.S. 781, 792 (1988); Buckley, 466 U.S. at
66-68; NAACP, 357 U.S. at 463-64.
Plaintiff and amici instead contend that the Attorney General has not
explained adequately the need for an unredacted Schedule B reflecting major
donor information and thus has not proven that the disclosure requirement is
“reasonably related” to the achievement of this compelling interest. See
AOB 16-19; NOM Brief 7. This argument ignores that, as previously
discussed, in the absence of any showing of harm, the law does not require
the Attorney General to explain the necessity of the required disclosure. See
Dole, 921 F.2d at 974. It also ignores that the Attorney General explained
and the district court considered why the information is necessary and how it
is used to regulate charities and enforce state law. See SER 13-15, 23-24;
ER 14-15, 25-26.

(…continued)
NOM Brief 3-4. In fact, while the specific functions of the IRS and the
Attorney General are distinct, they share a number of significant interests,
including the need to ensure that charitable organizations comply with the
law.
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Specifically, the information contained in the IRS Form 990 and
Schedule B allows the Attorney General to determine whether an
organization has violated the law, including laws against self dealing, Cal.
Corp. Code § 5233; improper loans, id. § 5236; interested persons,
id. § 5227; or illegal or unfair business practices, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code
§ 17200. Although plaintiff asserts that it is difficult to determine how its
donor information would relate to the Attorney General’s enforcement of
these laws, see AOB 18, the relationship is apparent. For example, by
examining the Schedule B in conjunction with other required information
under the Act, the Attorney General can ascertain whether a donor is also an
officer or director of a charity and whether more than 49 percent of
“interested persons” are being compensated by the charity in violation of
California Corporations Code section 5227. The Attorney General can also
discover donors who are “self dealing” by passing money through to family
members or to fund enterprises that are for their own benefit and not for a
public charitable purpose in violation of California Corporations Code
sections 5233 and 5236.12 The Attorney General also uses major donor
12

All of these acts would also violate California Business and
Professions Code section 17200. See State Farm Fire & Casualty Co. v.
Sup. Ct., 45 Cal. App. 4th 1093, 1103 (1996) (violations of any law —
(continued…)
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information to test whether complaints filed against an organization alleging
self dealing and other violations are frivolous or whether they merit further
investigation, often without subjecting that organization to the intrusion and
burden of an audit.13 Even in cases where a charity is outside of the
Attorney General’s jurisdiction, Schedule B information is used to identify
possible wrongdoing and refer matters to other states and federal agencies.
Thus, the required disclosure is serves the Attorney General’s legitimate
interest in ensuring compliance with and enforcing the law. See ER 14-15;
Buckley, 466 U.S. at 64, 66, 68-72; see also Nixon v. Shrink Missouri Gov’t
PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 378, 395-96 (2000); Brock, 860 F.2d at 350; Comley,
890 F.2d at 542.

(…continued)
federal, state, or local — give rise to a cause of action for unfair
competition).
13

Plaintiff’s assertion that the Attorney General has “admitted” that
her demand is based on the “mere convenience” of avoiding an audit is
incorrect. See AOB 15-16; see also Brief of Amicus Charles M. Watkins 6.
Rather, as explained above and before the district court, the Schedule B
donor information often reveals whether further investigation, including an
audit, is required without wasting resources or unnecessarily burdening a
charitable organization in the first instance. See SER 23-24. It is one
important enforcement tool, not a substitute for other means of enforcing the
law.
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The disclosure requirement is both necessary to achieve compelling
state interests, and narrowly tailored to avoid impinging upon rights of
association unnecessarily, if at all.14 To ensure that the organization is
reporting the same information to the state and federal government (and
simultaneously reduce the paperwork burden on filers), the Attorney General
requires disclosure of Form 990 and related schedules, rather than requesting
the same information on its own, state form. Although plaintiff states that
there is “no guarantee” that the Registry will always keep Schedule B
information confidential and that “there are reasons to question current
procedures,” the fact remains that the information is kept confidential and

14

Amicus Watkins posits that because a number of states do not
require unredacted copies of the Schedule B, that there are “less restrictive
means of exercising their charity oversight responsibilities.” Watkins Brief
7. As an initial matter, Watkins understates the number of states that require
the Schedule B. See, e.g., HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. § 467B-6.5 (2014); KY
REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 367.650-.670 (2014); MISS. CODE ANN. § 79-11-507
(2014). Moreover, different states have very different regulatory schemes
and oversight functions, and some do not register charities at all. Compare
DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6 §§ 2591-97 (2014) and MISS CODE ANN. §§ 79-11501-529 (2014). States also have different resources available to review
information. The fact that states have different disclosure requirements and
that some do not require disclosure of Schedule B major donor information
does not bear on whether the Act’s requirements are narrowly tailored. Cf.
Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union, 521 U.S. 844, 874 (1997)
(alternatives must be “as effective in achieving the legitimate purpose that
the statute was intended to serve”).
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there is no evidence to suggest that any “inadvertent disclosure” has
occurred or will occur. AOB 21-22; see also Watkins Brief 5. As plaintiff
notes, the Registrar of Charitable Trusts testified that the Schedule B always
has been treated as a confidential document and since 2007, when it became
an electronic file, it is scanned separately and maintained as a confidential
record accessible only to in-house staff. ER 50-51. Mere speculation that
this system might fail does not undermine the conclusion that the disclosure
requirement itself is narrowly tailored to avoid unnecessarily impinging on
rights of association. Cf. Nelsen v. King County, 895 F.2d 1248, 1254 (9th
Cir. 1990).15
Accordingly, the district court correctly concluded that, even if plaintiff
had presented a prima facie case of infringement, the disclosure requirement
and the Attorney General’s enforcement of it is substantially related to
compelling state interests, is narrowly tailored to achieve those interests, and
therefore cannot support issuance of a preliminary injunction. See ER 14
(“Defendant’s interest in performing her regulatory and oversight function as
delineated by state law is compelling and substantially related to the
15

Plaintiff’s suggestion that the state’s failure to detect its noncompliance for six years somehow excuses it from future compliance is
particularly weak. See AOB 22.
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disclosure requirement.”); see also Buckley, 424 U.S. at 71; Dole II, 950
F.2d at 1461; cf. United States v. Mayer, 503 F.3d 740, 748 (9th Cir. 2007).
B.

Federal Law Does Not Preempt State Law Reporting
Requirements for Tax Exempt Organizations.

Plaintiff erroneously asserts that federal law preempts state law
requiring organizations with tax-exempt status to disclose federal tax return
information generally, and a complete copy of the Schedule B form in
particular. See AOB 23-36. In support of this contention, plaintiff relies on
language in Internal Revenue Code section 6104, which governs disclosure
by the IRS of tax information that it receives from tax-exempt organizations.
However, as the district court found, the plain text of section 6104 as well as
the relevant legislative history demonstrate that the statute applies only to
the IRS and does not prevent state officials from demanding and receiving
the same tax information directly from an exempt organization. ER 8-11;
see also Stokwitz, 831 F.2d at 895-96. The legislative history also
demonstrates that Congress intended to allow state officials to obtain federal
tax filings and/or the information contained in federal tax filings. See
Stokwitz, 831 F.2d at 896; SER 65-66 (STAFF OF THE JOINT COMM. ON
TAXATION, 94TH CONG., GENERAL EXPLANATION OF THE TAX REFORM ACT
OF 1976, 314).

Accordingly, plaintiff cannot prevail on the merits of its
34
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Supremacy Clause claim. See, e.g., Ting v. AT&T, 319 F.3d 1126, 1136 (9th
Cir. 2003).
Federal law may preempt state law in one of three ways, none of which
apply here. First, Congress may expressly state its intent to preempt state
law in the direct language of a statute. Jones v. Rath Packing Co., 430 U.S.
519, 525 (1977). Second, Congressional intent to preempt state law can be
inferred when Congress “occupies the field” by passing a comprehensive
legislative scheme that leaves “no room” for supplemental regulation. Rice
v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S. 218, 230 (1947). Third, federal law
may preempt state law to the extent that state law directly conflicts with
federal law. See Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S.
132, 141-43 (1963). Conflict preemption requires a showing that
“compliance with both federal and state regulations is a physical
impossibility,” id., or that state law “stands as an obstacle to the
accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of
Congress.” Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. State Energy Resources Cons. and
Dev. Comm., 461 U.S. 190, 204 (1983).
Congressional intent is the “ultimate touchstone” in every preemption
case. Retail Clerks Int’l Ass’n v. Schermerhorn, 375 U.S. 96, 103 (1963).
All preemption analysis “starts with the assumption that the historic police
35
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powers of the States [are] not to be superseded by [a] Federal Act unless that
is the clear and manifest purpose if Congress.” Rice, 331 U.S. at 230; see
also Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, 373 U.S. 142 (“[F]ederal regulation
of a field of commerce should not be deemed preemptive of state regulatory
power in the absence of persuasive reasons — either that the nature of the
regulated subject matter permits no other conclusion, or that the Congress
has unmistakably so ordained.”). This is particularly true “in those [cases]
in which Congress has ‘legislated . . . in a field which the States have
traditionally occupied.’” Wyeth v. Levine, 555 U.S. 555, 565 (2009)
(citation omitted).16 A court must presume that a state statute is not
preempted, and the moving party has the burden of overcoming that
presumption. Pharmaceutical Research and Mfrs. of America v. Walsh, 538
U.S. 644, 661-662 (2003); Chemical Specialties Mfrs. Ass’n, Inc. v. Allenby,
958 F.2d 941, 943 (9th Cir. 1992). Plaintiff has not met and cannot meet
this burden.

16

The common law authority vesting state attorneys general with
oversight of charitable assets and organizations dates back to the Statute of
Charitable Uses in 1601, predating the Internal Revenue Code by centuries.
See STATE ATTORNEYS GENERAL POWERS AND RESPONSIBILITIES (Emily
Myers & Lynne Ross, eds., 2007).
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Plaintiff contends that the structure and language of Internal Revenue
Code section 6104 demonstrate that Congress intended to create absolute
protections for the tax information of exempt organizations and a complete
ban of the ability of state officials (or anyone else) to obtain that information
directly. AOB 23-26, 33-36. However, there is no support for its opinion.
Section 6104, like the confidentiality provisions in the Internal Revenue
Code generally, governs what the IRS can and cannot do with information it
receives from filers; it does not govern what states may ask of federal filers,
including charitable organizations. At most, section 6104 sets forth the
procedure by which the Attorney General could obtain tax return
information about an exempt organization from the IRS. See I.R.C. §§ 6104
(c) & (d). Section 6104 does not limit the authority of the Attorney General
or other state officials to obtain this or other information, including a
complete Schedule B, directly from plaintiff or any other 501(c)(3)
organization registered to do business in California. See I.R.C. § 6104.
As this court held in Stokwitz, 831 F.2d 893, in which it analyzed the
applicability of the confidentiality provisions set forth in section 6103 of the
Internal Revenue Code, “the legislative history, structure, and language” of
that section reveal “that the statute is concerned solely with the flow of tax
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data to, from, or through the IRS.” 831 F.2d at 896.17 The Court noted that,
in enacting section 6103, Congress disclaimed any intention “to limit the
right of an agency (or other party) to obtain returns or return information
directly from the taxpayer through the applicable discovery procedures.” Id.
(citing S. Rep. No. 938, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 330, reprinted in 1976
U.S.C.C.A.N. 3759). Thus, “Section 6103 was not designed to provide the
only means for obtaining tax information; it simply provides the only means
for acquiring such information from the IRS.” 831 F.2d at 897; see also
Hrubec v. Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp., No. 91 C 4447, 1994 WL 27882, at
*2-3 n.4 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 31, 1994) (section 6103 was intended to ensure that
the IRS and other government agencies behave responsibly in disseminating

17

Section 6103 was added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, which
overhauled the rules governing the privacy of federal tax returns. Prior to
1976, income tax returns were public records. In response to the abuses of
power revealed by the Watergate scandal and the resulting loss of public
confidence, Congress enacted a general rule that the government is to keep
tax returns and tax return information confidential except as specifically
provided by the Internal Revenue Code, and increased protections against
disclosure by the IRS. See, e.g., Stokwitz, 831 F.2d at 894-95 (“Congress’s
overriding purpose was to curtail loose disclosure practices by the IRS.
Congress was concerned that IRS had become a ‘lending library’ to other
government agencies of tax information filed with the IRS, and feared the
public’s confidence in the privacy of returns filed with IRS would suffer.)
(citation omitted).
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tax data,” and should not be construed as a general prohibition against the
release of tax information by any party), aff’d, 49 F.3d 1269 (7th Cir. 1995).
Plaintiff attempts to discount Stokwitz because that case addressed
section 6103 and not section 6104 of the Internal Revenue Code, and
generally faults the district court for considering 6103 in assessing its
preemption claim. See AOB 26-30. However, the “ultimate task in any preemption case is to determine whether state regulation is consistent with the
structure and purpose of the statute as a whole.” Gade v. Nat’l Solid Wastes
Mgmt. Ass’n, 505 U.S. 88, 98 (1992). In determining Congressional intent,
“we must not be guided by a single sentence or member of a sentence, but
look to the provisions of the whole law.” Id. at 99 (citation and alteration
omitted). Section 6104 includes exceptions to the general rule, set forth in
section 6103, that the IRS must keep tax returns and return information
confidential, see I.R.C. § 6103, which authorize the IRS to disclose certain
information pertaining to tax-exempt organizations under certain
circumstances. Plaintiff has no credible argument that section 6103 governs
only the IRS, while section 6104, simply because it involves exempt
charitable organizations, governs more globally. See ER 11 (“there is no
legislative record to suggest that Congress intended to deviate from its intent
as expressed in Stokwitz”). While plaintiff states that the available
39
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legislative history supports its interpretation of section 6104, it points to
nothing in the history of the Pension Protection Act of 2006 that suggests
any intent to extend the statute’s purview beyond the IRS. See AOB 32.
Moreover, and of particular significance, section 6104 specifically
incorporates the meaning of “return” and “return information” set forth in
section 6103.18 A return means “any tax or information return, declaration
of estimated tax, or claim for refund required by, or provided for or
permitted under, the provisions of this title which is filed with the Secretary
by, on behalf of, or with respect to any person, and any amendment or
supplement thereto, including supporting schedules, attachments, or lists
which are supplemental to, or part of, the return so filed.” I.R.C.
§ 6103(b)(1) (emphasis added). Return information means specific
information including, “the nature, source, or amount of [taxpayer] income,
payments, receipts, deductions, exemptions, credits, assets, liabilities, net
worth, tax liability, tax withheld, deficiencies, overassessments, or tax
payments, whether the taxpayer’s return was, is being, or will be examined
or subject to other investigation or processing, or any other data, received by,
18

For this reason, plaintiff’s attempt to distinguish Stokwitz on the
basis that it involved an individual taxpayer as opposed to an exempt
organization fails.
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recorded by, prepared by, furnished to, or collected by the Secretary.” Id.
§ 6103(b)(2) (emphasis added); see also id. § 6103(b)(3) (“The term
‘taxpayer return information’ means return information as defined in
paragraph (2) which is filed with, or furnished to, the Secretary by or on
behalf of the taxpayer to whom such return information relates.”) (emphasis
added). As this Court has held, these statutory definitions “confine the
statute’s coverage to information that is passed through the IRS.” Stokwitz,
831 F.2d at 895-96; see also id. at 894 (“[S]ection 6103 is clearly designed
to protect the information flow between taxpayers and the IRS by controlling
the disclosure by the IRS of information received from taxpayers.”). They
do not apply to information given directly to a state by taxpayer or a tax
exempt organization. Accordingly, the copy of the Schedule B sought by
the Attorney General is not federal tax return information and thus section
6104 is not applicable. See id. at 896; see also SER 65 (“[C]opies of the
Federal returns or the return information required by a State or local
government to be attached to, or included in, the State and local return do
not constitute Federal “returns of return information” subject to the Federal
confidentiality rules.”).
Given that it was not the “clear and manifest purpose” of Congress to
preempt state reporting and disclosure requirements (for charitable
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organizations), and that Congress affirmatively permits states to obtain both
federal tax filings and the information contained in federal tax filings, there
is no express preemption and “field preemption is not an issue.” Ting, 319
F.3d at 1136. Plaintiff’s conflict preemption argument is similarly flawed.
It claims that “Congress’s objective was to prevent state attorneys general
from obtaining CCP’s donor list for the very purpose that Attorney General
demands it.” AOB 35. As discussed above, all the evidence is to the
contrary. Federal law specifically allows state officials to obtain tax returns
and tax return information, including a complete Schedule B, and exempts
state reporting and disclosure laws from federal confidentiality requirements.
See, e.g., Stokwitz, 831 F.2d at 895-96; SER 65. Accordingly, plaintiff
cannot show that the Attorney General’s demand (issued pursuant to her
authority under the Act) that plaintiff furnish a complete copy of the
Schedule B on file with the IRS, impedes any purpose or objective of
Congress. See Hillsborough County Fla. v. Automated Med Labs., Inc., 471
U.S. 707, 716 (1985) (a party asserting “conflict” preemption “must . . .
present a showing . . . of a conflict between a particular local provision and
the federal scheme, that is strong enough to overcome the presumption that
state and local regulation . . . can constitutionally coexist with federal
regulation”). Plaintiff thus cannot overcome the strong presumption against
42
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preemption, and, as the district court held, its preemption claim provides no
basis for the requested preliminary injunction. ER 8; Ting, 319 F.3d at 1137,
1152.19
III. PLAINTIFF CANNOT MEET ITS BURDEN TO DEMONSTRATE
IRREPARABLE HARM, OR DEMONSTRATE THAT THE BALANCE OF
HARM TIPS IN ITS FAVOR.
As shown above, plaintiff has not established that it has suffered or
would suffer a cognizable injury, and certainly not one that is irreparable.
Although plaintiff asserts that the loss of its First Amendment and
constitutional rights constitutes irreparable injury, see AOB 38-40, where, as
here, a constitutional claim is unsupported and fails as a matter of law, it is
“too tenuous” to support the requested relief. Goldie’s Bookstore, Inc. v.
Superior Ct., 739 F.2d 466, 472 (9th Cir. 1984); see also Dex Media West,
19

Plaintiff’s argument that the doctrine of constitutional avoidance
“counsels in favor of preemption” is baseless. AOB 36-37. Constitutional
avoidance is a rule of statutory interpretation that directs courts to construe
ambiguous statutes to avoid constitutional doubts. See Clark v. Martinez,
543 U.S. 371, 395 (2005). It requires that “every reasonable construction
must be resorted to, in order to save a statute from unconstitutionality.” Rust
v. Sullivan, 500 U.S. 173, 190 (1991). The constitutional avoidance doctrine
does not, as plaintiff would have it, authorize a court to give credence to
alleged constitutional violations that do not have merit. Cf. Artichoke Joe’s
California Grand Casino v. Norton, 353 F.3d 712, 731 (9th Cir. 2003)
(finding that the doctrine of constitutional avoidance did not apply and
stating that it was not needed “in order to save the statute from
unconstitutionality because . . . Plaintiffs’ constitutional arguments ‘do not
carry the day.’”) (citation omitted).
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Inc. v. City of Seattle, 790 F. Supp. 2d 1276, 1289 (W.D. Wash. 2011)
(“Because the court finds that Plaintiffs have failed to establish that they are
likely to succeed on the merits of their First Amendment claim, the court
cannot find that Plaintiffs have established that they are likely to suffer
irreparable First Amendment injury in the absence of a preliminary
injunction.”).
Plaintiff’s remaining assertions of injury are also unfounded. To the
extent that plaintiff contends that it will be injured by fines that it could
incur for failure to comply with the Act if it fails to furnish a complete copy
of its schedule B, it can readily avoid such a consequence by simply
complying with the law. See Winter, 555 U.S. at 22. Ultimately, plaintiff
has not established, and cannot establish harm sufficient to outweigh the
injury its requested injunction would inflict on the State.20 “Any time a
State is enjoined by a court from effectuating statutes enacted by
representatives of its people, it suffers a form of irreparable injury.”
Maryland v. King, 133 S. Ct. 1, 2 (2012) (quotation and citation omitted).
20

Insofar as plaintiff is arguing that it is not in the public interest to
allow the State to enforce its laws in violation of the Supremacy Clause, see
AOB 39, this argument fails. As discussed above, the Act’s disclosure
requirements are not preempted.
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Injury to the State aside, it is not in the public interest to interfere with the
Attorney General’s authority to supervise and regulate charitable
organizations and to enforce the law by limiting her ability to request and
receive highly relevant information.
Accordingly, the law, the balance of harms, and the public interest all
weigh decisively against entry of a preliminary injunction in this matter.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Attorney General respectfully requests
that this Court affirm the decision of the district court.
Dated: July 8, 2014

Respectfully Submitted,
KAMALA D. HARRIS
Attorney General of California
DOUGLAS J. WOODS
Senior Assistant Attorney General
TAMAR PACHTER
Supervising Deputy Attorney General
/s/ Alexandra Robert Gordon
ALEXANDRA ROBERT GORDON
Deputy Attorney General
Attorneys for Defendant-Appellee
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§ 301. Periodic Written Reports., 11 CA ADC § 301

Barclays Official California Code of Regulations Currentness
Title 11. Law
Division 1. Attorney General
Chapter 4. Regulations Adopted Pursuant to the Supervision of Trustees and Fundraisers for
Charitable Purposes Act [FNA1]
11 CCR § 301
§ 301. Periodic Written Reports.

Except as otherwise provided in the Act, every charitable corporation, unincorporated association, trustee, or other person
subject to the reporting requirements of the Act shall also file with the Attorney General periodic written reports, under oath,
setting forth information as to the nature of the assets held for charitable purposes and the administration thereof by such
corporation, unincorporated association, trustee, or other person. Except as otherwise provided in these regulations, these
reports include the Annual Registration Renewal Fee Report, ( “RRF-1” 3/05), hereby incorporated by reference, which must
be filed with the Registry of Charitable Trusts annually by all registered charities, as well as the Internal Revenue Service
Form 990, which must be filed on an annual basis with the Registry of Charitable Trusts, as well as with the Internal Revenue
Service. At the time of the annual renewal of registration filing the RRF-1, the registrant must submit a fee, as set forth in
section 311.
A tax-exempt charitable organization which is allowed to file form 990-PF or 990-EZ with the Internal Revenue Service,
may file that form with the Registry of Charitable Trusts in lieu of Form 990.
A charitable organization that is not exempt from taxation under federal law shall use Internal Revenue Service Form 990 to
comply with the reporting provisions of the Supervision of Trustees and Fundraisers for Charitable Purposes Act. The form
shall include, at the top of the page, in 10-point type, all capital letters, “THIS ORGANIZATION IS NOT EXEMPT FROM
TAXATION.”
Registration requirements for commercial fundraisers for charitable purposes, fundraising counsel for charitable purposes,
and commercial coventurers are set forth in section 308.

Note: Authority cited: Sections 12586 and 12587, Government Code. Reference: Sections 12581, 12582, 12583, 12586,
12587, 12599, 12599.1 and 12599.2, Government Code.
HISTORY
1. Amendment filed 5-30-74; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 74, No. 22).
2. Amendment of section and new Note filed 10-7-99; operative 11-6-99 (Register 99, No. 41).
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§ 301. Periodic Written Reports., 11 CA ADC § 301

3. Amendment of section and Note filed 6-13-2005; operative 6-13-2005 pursuant to Government Code section 11343.4
(Register 2005, No. 24).
This database is current through 6/20/14 Register 2014, No. 25
11 CCR § 301, 11 CA ADC § 301
End of Document

© 2014 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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§ 306. Contents of Reports., 11 CA ADC § 306

Barclays Official California Code of Regulations Currentness
Title 11. Law
Division 1. Attorney General
Chapter 4. Regulations Adopted Pursuant to the Supervision of Trustees and Fundraisers for
Charitable Purposes Act [FNA1]
11 CCR § 306
§ 306. Contents of Reports.

(a) Periodic reports shall be submitted under oath and shall set forth in detail all of the information required by the applicable
forms set forth in these regulations. Incomplete or incorrect reports will not be accepted as meeting the requirements of the
law.

(b) A copy of an account filed by a trustee in a court having jurisdiction of the trust shall not be accepted in lieu of a report on
official forms unless such court accounting is identical in form and content with the official forms and is compatible without
alteration with electronic data processing equipment in the same manner as reports on official forms.

(c) When requested by the Attorney General any periodic report shall be supplemented to include such additional information
as the Attorney General deems necessary to enable the Attorney General to ascertain whether the corporation, trust or other
relationship is being properly administered.

Note: Authority cited: Sections 12586 and 12587, Government Code. Reference: Sections 12581, 12586 and 12587,
Government Code.
HISTORY
1. New section filed 4-19-56 as an emergency; effective upon filing (Register 56, No. 7).
2. Repealer and new section filed 8-28-59 as an emergency; effective upon filing (Register 59, No. 14).
3. Amendment filed 5-30-74; effective thirtieth day thereafter (Register 74, No. 22).
4. Amendment of subsections (a) and (c) and new Note filed 6-13-2005; operative 6-13-2005 pursuant to Government Code
section 11343.4 (Register 2005, No. 24).
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§ 306. Contents of Reports., 11 CA ADC § 306

This database is current through 6/20/14 Register 2014, No. 25
11 CCR § 306, 11 CA ADC § 306
End of Document
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§ 6104. Publicity of information required from certain exempt..., 26 USCA § 6104

United States Code Annotated
Title 26. Internal Revenue Code (Refs & Annos)
Subtitle F. Procedure and Administration (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 61. Information and Returns
Subchapter B. Miscellaneous Provisions
26 U.S.C.A. § 6104
§ 6104. Publicity of information required from certain exempt organizations and certain trusts
Currentness

(a) Inspection of applications for tax exemption or notice of status.--

(1) Public inspection.--

(A) Organizations described in section 501 or 527.--If an organization described in section 501(c) or (d) is exempt
from taxation under section 501(a) for any taxable year or a political organization is exempt from taxation under section
527 for any taxable year, the application filed by the organization with respect to which the Secretary made his
determination that such organization was entitled to exemption under section 501(a) or notice of status filed by the
organization under section 527(i), together with any papers submitted in support of such application or notice, and any
letter or other document issued by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to such application or notice shall be open
to public inspection at the national office of the Internal Revenue Service. In the case of any application or notice filed
after the date of the enactment of this subparagraph, a copy of such application or notice and such letter or document
shall be open to public inspection at the appropriate field office of the Internal Revenue Service (determined under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary). Any inspection under this subparagraph may be made at such times, and in
such manner, as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe. After the application of any organization for exemption
from taxation under section 501(a) has been opened to public inspection under this subparagraph, the Secretary shall, on
the request of any person with respect to such organization, furnish a statement indicating the subsection and paragraph
of section 501 which it has been determined describes such organization.

(B) Pension, etc., plans.--The following shall be open to public inspection at such times and in such places as the
Secretary may prescribe:

(i) any application filed with respect to the qualification of a pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus plan under section
401(a) or 403(a), an individual retirement account described in section 408(a), or an individual retirement annuity
described in section 408(b),

(ii) any application filed with respect to the exemption from tax under section 501(a) of an organization forming part
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of a plan or account referred to in clause (i),

(iii) any papers submitted in support of an application referred to in clause (i) or (ii), and

(iv) any letter or other document issued by the Internal Revenue Service and dealing with the qualification referred to
in clause (i) or the exemption from tax referred to in clause (ii).
Except in the case of a plan participant, this subparagraph shall not apply to any plan referred to in clause (i) having
not more than 25 participants.

(C) Certain names and compensation not to be opened to public inspection.--In the case of any application,
document, or other papers, referred to in subparagraph (B), information from which the compensation (including
deferred compensation) of any individual may be ascertained shall not be open to public inspection under subparagraph
(B).

(D) Withholding of certain other information.--Upon request of the organization submitting any supporting papers
described in subparagraph (A) or (B), the Secretary shall withhold from public inspection any information contained
therein which he determines relates to any trade secret, patent, process, style of work, or apparatus, of the organization,
if he determines that public disclosure of such information would adversely affect the organization. The Secretary shall
withhold from public inspection any information contained in supporting papers described in subparagraph (A) or (B)
the public disclosure of which he determines would adversely affect the national defense.

(2) Inspection by committees of Congress.--Section 6103(f) shall apply with respect to--

(A) the application for exemption of any organization described in section 501(c) or (d) which is exempt from taxation
under section 501(a) for any taxable year or notice of status of any political organization which is exempt from taxation
under section 527 for any taxable year, and any application referred to in subparagraph (B) of subsection (a)(1) of this
section, and

(B) any other papers which are in the possession of the Secretary and which relate to such application,
as if such papers constituted returns.

(3) Information available on Internet and in person.--

(A) In general.--The Secretary shall make publicly available, on the Internet and at the offices of the Internal Revenue
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Service--

(i) a list of all political organizations which file a notice with the Secretary under section 527(i), and

(ii) the name, address, electronic mailing address, custodian of records, and contact person for such organization.

(B) Time to make information available.--The Secretary shall make available the information required under
subparagraph (A) not later than 5 business days after the Secretary receives a notice from a political organization under
section 527(i).

(b) Inspection of annual returns.--The information required to be furnished by sections 6033, 6034, and 6058, together with
the names and addresses of such organizations and trusts, shall be made available to the public at such times and in such
places as the Secretary may prescribe. Nothing in this subsection shall authorize the Secretary to disclose the name or address
of any contributor to any organization or trust (other than a private foundation, as defined in section 509(a) or a political
organization exempt from taxation under section 527) which is required to furnish such information. In the case of an
organization described in section 501(d), this subsection shall not apply to copies referred to in section 6031(b) with respect
to such organization. In the case of a trust which is required to file a return under section 6034(a), this subsection shall not
apply to information regarding beneficiaries which are not organizations described in section 170(c). Any annual return
which is filed under section 6011 by an organization described in section 501(c)(3) and which relates to any tax imposed by
section 511 (relating to imposition of tax on unrelated business income of charitable, etc., organizations) shall be treated for
purposes of this subsection in the same manner as if furnished under section 6033.

(c) Publication to State officials.--

(1) General rule for charitable organizations.--In the case of any organization which is described in section 501(c)(3)
and exempt from taxation under section 501(a), or has applied under section 508(a) for recognition as an organization
described in section 501(c)(3), the Secretary at such times and in such manner as he may by regulations prescribe shall--

(A) notify the appropriate State officer of a refusal to recognize such organization as an organization described in
section 501(c)(3), or of the operation of such organization in a manner which does not meet, or no longer meets, the
requirements of its exemption,

(B) notify the appropriate State officer of the mailing of a notice of deficiency of tax imposed under section 507 or
chapter 41 or 42, and

(C) at the request of such appropriate State officer, make available for inspection and copying such returns, filed
statements, records, reports, and other information, relating to a determination under subparagraph (A) or (B) as are
relevant to any determination under State law.
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(2) Disclosure of proposed actions related to charitable organizations.--

(A) Specific notifications.--In the case of an organization to which paragraph (1) applies, the Secretary may disclose to
the appropriate State officer--

(i) a notice of proposed refusal to recognize such organization as an organization described in section 501(c)(3) or a
notice of proposed revocation of such organization’s recognition as an organization exempt from taxation,

(ii) the issuance of a letter of proposed deficiency of tax imposed under section 507 or chapter 41 or 42, and

(iii) the names, addresses, and taxpayer identification numbers of organizations which have applied for recognition as
organizations described in section 501(c)(3).

(B) Additional disclosures.--Returns and return information of organizations with respect to which information is
disclosed under subparagraph (A) may be made available for inspection by or disclosed to an appropriate State officer.

(C) Procedures for disclosure.--Information may be inspected or disclosed under subparagraph (A) or (B) only--

(i) upon written request by an appropriate State officer, and

(ii) for the purpose of, and only to the extent necessary in, the administration of State laws regulating such
organizations.
Such information may only be inspected by or disclosed to a person other than the appropriate State officer if such
person is an officer or employee of the State and is designated by the appropriate State officer to receive the returns
or return information under this paragraph on behalf of the appropriate State officer.

(D) Disclosures other than by request.--The Secretary may make available for inspection or disclose returns and return
information of an organization to which paragraph (1) applies to an appropriate State officer of any State if the Secretary
determines that such returns or return information may constitute evidence of noncompliance under the laws within the
jurisdiction of the appropriate State officer.
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(3) Disclosure with respect to certain other exempt organizations.--Upon written request by an appropriate State
officer, the Secretary may make available for inspection or disclosure returns and return information of any organization
described in section 501(c) (other than organizations described in paragraph (1) or (3) thereof) for the purpose of, and only
to the extent necessary in, the administration of State laws regulating the solicitation or administration of the charitable
funds or charitable assets of such organizations. Such information may only be inspected by or disclosed to a person other
than the appropriate State officer if such person is an officer or employee of the State and is designated by the appropriate
State officer to receive the returns or return information under this paragraph on behalf of the appropriate State officer.

(4) Use in civil judicial and administrative proceedings.--Returns and return information disclosed pursuant to this
subsection may be disclosed in civil administrative and civil judicial proceedings pertaining to the enforcement of State
laws regulating such organizations in a manner prescribed by the Secretary similar to that for tax administration
proceedings under section 6103(h)(4).

(5) No disclosure if impairment.--Returns and return information shall not be disclosed under this subsection, or in any
proceeding described in paragraph (4), to the extent that the Secretary determines that such disclosure would seriously
impair Federal tax administration.

(6) Definitions.--For purposes of this subsection--

(A) Return and return information.--The terms “return” and “return information” have the respective meanings given
to such terms by section 6103(b).

(B) Appropriate State officer.--The term “appropriate State officer” means--

(i) the State attorney general,

(ii) the State tax officer,

(iii) in the case of an organization to which paragraph (1) applies, any other State official charged with overseeing
organizations of the type described in section 501(c)(3), and

(iv) in the case of an organization to which paragraph (3) applies, the head of an agency designated by the State
attorney general as having primary responsibility for overseeing the solicitation of funds for charitable purposes.
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(1) In general.--In the case of an organization described in subsection (c) or (d) of section 501 and exempt from taxation
under section 501(a) or an organization exempt from taxation under section 527(a)--

(A) a copy of--

(i) the annual return filed under section 6033 (relating to returns by exempt organizations) by such organization,

(ii) any annual return which is filed under section 6011 by an organization described in section 501(c)(3) and which
relates to any tax imposed by section 511 (relating to imposition of tax on unrelated business income of charitable,
etc., organizations),

(iii) if the organization filed an application for recognition of exemption under section 501 or notice of status under
section 527(i), the exempt status application materials or any notice materials of such organization, and

(iv) the reports filed under section 527(j) (relating to required disclosure of expenditures and contributions) by such
organization,
shall be made available by such organization for inspection during regular business hours by any individual at the
principal office of such organization and, if such organization regularly maintains 1 or more regional or district
offices having 3 or more employees, at each such regional or district office, and

(B) upon request of an individual made at such principal office or such a regional or district office, a copy of such
annual return, reports, and exempt status application materials or such notice materials shall be provided to such
individual without charge other than a reasonable fee for any reproduction and mailing costs.
The request described in subparagraph (B) must be made in person or in writing. If such request is made in person, such
copy shall be provided immediately and, if made in writing, shall be provided within 30 days.

(2) 3-year limitation on inspection of returns.--Paragraph (1) shall apply to an annual return filed under section 6011 or
6033 only during the 3-year period beginning on the last day prescribed for filing such return (determined with regard to
any extension of time for filing).

(3) Exceptions from disclosure requirement.--
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(A) Nondisclosure of contributors, etc.--In the case of an organization which is not a private foundation (within the
meaning of section 509(a)) or a political organization exempt from taxation under section 527, paragraph (1) shall not
require the disclosure of the name or address of any contributor to the organization. In the case of an organization
described in section 501(d), paragraph (1) shall not require the disclosure of the copies referred to in section 6031(b)
with respect to such organization.

(B) Nondisclosure of certain other information.--Paragraph (1) shall not require the disclosure of any information if
the Secretary withheld such information from public inspection under subsection (a)(1)(D).

(4) Limitation on providing copies.--Paragraph (1)(B) shall not apply to any request if, in accordance with regulations
promulgated by the Secretary, the organization has made the requested documents widely available, or the Secretary
determines, upon application by an organization, that such request is part of a harassment campaign and that compliance
with such request is not in the public interest.

(5) Exempt status application materials.--For purposes of paragraph (1), the term “exempt status application materials”
means the application for recognition of exemption under section 501 and any papers submitted in support of such
application and any letter or other document issued by the Internal Revenue Service with respect to such application.

(6) 1Application to nonexempt charitable trusts and nonexempt private foundations.--The organizations referred to in
paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 6033(d) shall comply with the requirements of this subsection relating to annual returns
filed under section 6033 in the same manner as the organizations referred to in paragraph (1).

(6) 1 Notice materials.--For purposes of paragraph (1), the term “notice materials” means the notice of status filed under
section 527(i) and any papers submitted in support of such notice and any letter or other document issued by the Internal
Revenue Service with respect to such notice.

(6) 1Disclosure of reports by Internal Revenue Service.--Any report filed by an organization under section 527(j)
(relating to required disclosure of expenditures and contributions) shall be made available to the public at such times and in
such places as the Secretary may prescribe.
CREDIT(S)
(Aug. 16, 1954, c. 736, 68A Stat. 755; Sept. 2, 1958, Pub.L. 85-866, Title I, § 75(a), 72 Stat. 1660; Dec. 30, 1969, Pub.L.
91-172, Title I, § 101(e)(1) to (3), (j)(36), 83 Stat. 523, 530; Sept. 2, 1974, Pub.L. 93-406, Title II, § 1022(g)(1) to (3), 88
Stat. 940, 941; Oct. 4, 1976, Pub.L. 94-455, Title XII, § 1201(d)(1), Title XIII, § 1307(d)(2)(B), Title XIX, § 1906(b)(13)(A),
90 Stat. 1667, 1727, 1834; Feb. 10, 1978, Pub.L. 95-227, § 4(e), 92 Stat. 23; Oct. 20, 1978, Pub.L. 95-488, § 1(d), 92 Stat.
1638; Nov. 6, 1978, Pub.L. 95-600, Title VII, § 703(m), 92 Stat. 2943; Dec. 28, 1980, Pub.L. 96-603, § 1(b), (d)(3), 94 Stat.
3503, 3504; July 18, 1984, Pub.L. 98-369, Div. A, Title III, § 306(b), Title IV, § 491(d)(49), 98 Stat. 784, 852; Dec. 22,
1987, Pub.L. 100-203, Title X, § 10702(a), 101 Stat. 1330-459; July 30, 1996, Pub.L. 104-168, Title XIII, § 1313(a), 110
Stat. 1479; July 22, 1998, Pub.L. 105-206, Title VI, § 6019(a), (b), 112 Stat. 823; Oct. 21, 1998, Pub.L. 105-277, Div. J, Title
I, § 1004(b)(1), 112 Stat. 2681-888; July 1, 2000, Pub.L. 106-230, §§ 1(b), 2(b), 3(b), 114 Stat. 478, 481, 482; Dec. 21, 2000,
Pub.L. 106-554, § 1(a)(7) [Title III, § 312(a)], 114 Stat. 2763, 2763A-640; Nov. 2, 2002, Pub.L. 107-276, § 3(b), 116 Stat.
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1931; Aug. 17, 2006, Pub.L. 109-280, Title XII, §§ 1201(b)(3), 1224(a), (b)(4), 1225(a), 120 Stat. 1066, 1091, 1093; Dec. 29,
2007, Pub.L. 110-172, § 3(g), 121 Stat. 2475.)
Notes of Decisions (7)
Footnotes
1

So in original. Three pars. (6) were enacted.

26 U.S.C.A. § 6104, 26 USCA § 6104
Current through P.L. 113-120 approved 6-10-14
End of Document
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West’s Annotated California Codes
Government Code (Refs & Annos)
Title 2. Government of the State of California
Division 3. Executive Department (Refs & Annos)
Part 2. Constitutional Officers (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 6. Attorney General (Refs & Annos)
Article 7. Uniform Supervision of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act (Refs & Annos)
West’s Ann.Cal.Gov.Code § 12584
§ 12584. Establishment of register of charitable corporations, unincorporated associations, and trustees
Effective: January 1, 2005
Currentness

The Attorney General shall establish and maintain a register of charitable corporations, unincorporated associations, and
trustees subject to this article and of the particular trust or other relationship under which they hold property for charitable
purposes and, to that end, may conduct whatever investigation is necessary, and shall obtain from public records, court
officers, taxing authorities, trustees, and other sources, whatever information, copies of instruments, reports, and records are
needed for the establishment and maintenance of the register.

Credits
(Added by Stats.1959, c. 1258, p. 3397, § 2, eff. June 30, 1959. Amended by Stats.2004, c. 919 (S.B.1262), § 5.)
Notes of Decisions (1)

West’s Ann. Cal. Gov. Code § 12584, CA GOVT § 12584
Current with urgency legislation through Chs. 1-27, 30, 33-34, and 36-79 of 2014 Reg.Sess., Res. Ch. 1 of 2013-2014 2nd
Ex.Sess., and all propositions on the 6/3/2014 ballot
End of Document
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West’s Annotated California Codes
Government Code (Refs & Annos)
Title 2. Government of the State of California
Division 3. Executive Department (Refs & Annos)
Part 2. Constitutional Officers (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 6. Attorney General (Refs & Annos)
Article 7. Uniform Supervision of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act (Refs & Annos)
West’s Ann.Cal.Gov.Code § 12585
§ 12585. Filing of initial registration form; registration of trustee
Effective: January 1, 2007
Currentness

(a) Every charitable corporation, unincorporated association, and trustee subject to this article shall file with the Attorney
General an initial registration form, under oath, setting forth information and attaching documents prescribed in accordance
with rules and regulations of the Attorney General, within 30 days after the corporation, unincorporated association, or
trustee initially receives property. A trustee is not required to register as long as the charitable interest in a trust is a future
interest, but shall do so within 30 days after any charitable interest in a trust becomes a present interest.

(b) The Attorney General shall adopt rules and regulations as to the contents of the initial registration form and the manner of
executing and filing that document or documents.

Credits
(Added by Stats.1959, c. 1258, p. 3397, § 2, eff. June 30, 1959. Amended by Stats.2004, c. 919 (S.B.1262), § 6; Stats.2006,
c. 567 (A.B.2303), § 18.)

West’s Ann. Cal. Gov. Code § 12585, CA GOVT § 12585
Current with urgency legislation through Chs. 1-27, 30, 33-34, and 36-79 of 2014 Reg.Sess., Res. Ch. 1 of 2013-2014 2nd
Ex.Sess., and all propositions on the 6/3/2014 ballot
End of Document
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West’s Annotated California Codes
Government Code (Refs & Annos)
Title 2. Government of the State of California
Division 3. Executive Department (Refs & Annos)
Part 2. Constitutional Officers (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 6. Attorney General (Refs & Annos)
Article 7. Uniform Supervision of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act (Refs & Annos)
West’s Ann.Cal.Gov.Code § 12586
§ 12586. Filing of additional reports as to nature of assets held and administration thereof; rules and
regulations; time for filing; additional requirements concerning preparation of annual financial statements and
auditing
Effective: January 1, 2005
Currentness

(a) Except as otherwise provided and except corporate trustees which are subject to the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of
Financial Institutions of the State of California under Division 1 (commencing with Section 99) of the Financial Code or to
the Comptroller of the Currency of the United States, every charitable corporation, unincorporated association, and trustee
subject to this article shall, in addition to filing copies of the instruments previously required, file with the Attorney General
periodic written reports, under oath, setting forth information as to the nature of the assets held for charitable purposes and
the administration thereof by the corporation, unincorporated association, or trustee, in accordance with rules and regulations
of the Attorney General.

(b) The Attorney General shall make rules and regulations as to the time for filing reports, the contents thereof, and the
manner of executing and filing them. The Attorney General may classify trusts and other relationships concerning property
held for a charitable purpose as to purpose, nature of assets, duration of the trust or other relationship, amount of assets,
amounts to be devoted to charitable purposes, nature of trustee, or otherwise, and may establish different rules for the
different classes as to time and nature of the reports required to the ends (1) that he or she shall receive reasonably current,
periodic reports as to all charitable trusts or other relationships of a similar nature, which will enable him or her to ascertain
whether they are being properly administered, and (2) that periodic reports shall not unreasonably add to the expense of the
administration of charitable trusts and similar relationships. The Attorney General may suspend the filing of reports as to a
particular charitable trust or relationship for a reasonable, specifically designated time upon written application of the trustee
filed with the Attorney General and after the Attorney General has filed in the register of charitable trusts a written statement
that the interests of the beneficiaries will not be prejudiced thereby and that periodic reports are not required for proper
supervision by his or her office.

(c) A copy of an account filed by the trustee in any court having jurisdiction of the trust or other relationship, if the account
substantially complies with the rules and regulations of the Attorney General, may be filed as a report required by this
section.

(d) The first periodic written report, unless the filing thereof is suspended as herein provided, shall be filed not later than four
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months and 15 days following the close of the first calendar or fiscal year in which property is initially received. If any part
of the income or principal of a trust previously established is authorized or required to be applied to a charitable purpose at
the time this article takes effect, the first report shall be filed at the close of the calendar or fiscal year in which it was
registered with the Attorney General or not later than four months and 15 days following the close of the calendar or fiscal
period.

(e) Every charitable corporation, unincorporated association, and trustee required to file reports with the Attorney General
pursuant to this section that receives or accrues in any fiscal year gross revenue of two million dollars ($2,000,000) or more,
exclusive of grants from, and contracts for services with, governmental entities for which the governmental entity requires an
accounting of the funds received, shall do the following:

(1) Prepare annual financial statements using generally accepted accounting principles that are audited by an independent
certified public accountant in conformity with generally accepted auditing standards. For any nonaudit services performed by
the firm conducting the audit, the firm and its individual auditors shall adhere to the standards for auditor independence set
forth in the latest revision of the Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States (the
Yellow Book). The Attorney General may, by regulation, prescribe standards for auditor independence in the performance of
nonaudit services, including standards different from those set forth in the Yellow Book. If a charitable corporation or
unincorporated association that is required to prepare an annual financial statement pursuant to this subdivision is under the
control of another organization, the controlling organization may prepare a consolidated financial statement. The audited
financial statements shall be available for inspection by the Attorney General and by members of the public no later than nine
months after the close of the fiscal year to which the statements relate. A charity shall make its annual audited financial
statements available to the public in the same manner that is prescribed for IRS Form 990 by the latest revision of Section
6104(d) of the Internal Revenue Code and associated regulations.

(2) If it is a corporation, have an audit committee appointed by the board of directors. The audit committee may include
persons who are not members of the board of directors, but the member or members of the audit committee shall not include
any members of the staff, including the president or chief executive officer and the treasurer or chief financial officer. If the
corporation has a finance committee, it must be separate from the audit committee. Members of the finance committee may
serve on the audit committee; however, the chairperson of the audit committee may not be a member of the finance
committee and members of the finance committee shall constitute less than one-half of the membership of the audit
committee. Members of the audit committee shall not receive any compensation from the corporation in excess of the
compensation, if any, received by members of the board of directors for service on the board and shall not have a material
financial interest in any entity doing business with the corporation. Subject to the supervision of the board of directors, the
audit committee shall be responsible for recommending to the board of directors the retention and termination of the
independent auditor and may negotiate the independent auditor’s compensation, on behalf of the board of directors. The audit
committee shall confer with the auditor to satisfy its members that the financial affairs of the corporation are in order, shall
review and determine whether to accept the audit, shall assure that any nonaudit services performed by the auditing firm
conform with standards for auditor independence referred to in paragraph (1), and shall approve performance of nonaudit
services by the auditing firm. If the charitable corporation that is required to have an audit committee pursuant to this
subdivision is under the control of another corporation, the audit committee may be part of the board of directors of the
controlling corporation.

(f) If, independent of the audit requirement set forth in paragraph (1) of subdivision (e), a charitable corporation,
unincorporated association, or trustee required to file reports with the Attorney General pursuant to this section prepares
financial statements that are audited by a certified public accountant, the audited financial statements shall be available for
inspection by the Attorney General and shall be made available to members of the public in conformity with paragraph (1) of
subdivision (e).
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(g) The board of directors of a charitable corporation or unincorporated association, or an authorized committee of the board,
and the trustee or trustees of a charitable trust shall review and approve the compensation, including benefits, of the president
or chief executive officer and the treasurer or chief financial officer to assure that it is just and reasonable. This review and
approval shall occur initially upon the hiring of the officer, whenever the term of employment, if any, of the officer is
renewed or extended, and whenever the officer’s compensation is modified. Separate review and approval shall not be
required if a modification of compensation extends to substantially all employees. If a charitable corporation is affiliated with
other charitable corporations, the requirements of this section shall be satisfied if review and approval is obtained from the
board, or an authorized committee of the board, of the charitable corporation that makes retention and compensation
decisions regarding a particular individual.

Credits
(Added by Stats.1959, c. 1258, p. 3397, § 2, eff. June 30, 1959. Amended by Stats.1976, c. 1320, p. 5919, § 6; Stats.1978, c.
1346, p. 4409, § 8; Stats.1996, c. 1064 (A.B.3351), § 786, operative July 1, 1997; Stats.2004, c. 919 (S.B.1262), § 7.)
Notes of Decisions (1)

West’s Ann. Cal. Gov. Code § 12586, CA GOVT § 12586
Current with urgency legislation through Chs. 1-27, 30, 33-34, and 36-79 of 2014 Reg.Sess., Res. Ch. 1 of 2013-2014 2nd
Ex.Sess., and all propositions on the 6/3/2014 ballot
End of Document
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West’s Annotated California Codes
Government Code (Refs & Annos)
Title 2. Government of the State of California
Division 3. Executive Department (Refs & Annos)
Part 2. Constitutional Officers (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 6. Attorney General (Refs & Annos)
Article 7. Uniform Supervision of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act (Refs & Annos)
West’s Ann.Cal.Gov.Code § 12588
§ 12588. Investigation of transactions and relationships of corporations and trustees; authority to require
persons to give information, produce books, etc.
Currentness

The Attorney General may investigate transactions and relationships of corporations and trustees subject to this article for the
purpose of ascertaining whether or not the purposes of the corporation or trust are being carried out in accordance with the
terms and provisions of the articles of incorporation or other instrument. He may require any agent, trustee, fiduciary,
beneficiary, institution, association, or corporation, or other person to appear, at a named time and place, in the county
designated by the Attorney General, where the person resides or is found, to give information under oath and to produce
books, memoranda, papers, documents of title, and evidence of assets, liabilities, receipts, or disbursements in the possession
or control of the person ordered to appear.

Credits
(Added by Stats.1959, c. 1258, p. 3398, § 2, eff. June 30, 1959.)
Notes of Decisions (1)

West’s Ann. Cal. Gov. Code § 12588, CA GOVT § 12588
Current with urgency legislation through Chs. 1-27, 30, 33-34, and 36-79 of 2014 Reg.Sess., Res. Ch. 1 of 2013-2014 2nd
Ex.Sess., and all propositions on the 6/3/2014 ballot
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West’s Annotated California Codes
Government Code (Refs & Annos)
Title 2. Government of the State of California
Division 3. Executive Department (Refs & Annos)
Part 2. Constitutional Officers (Refs & Annos)
Chapter 6. Attorney General (Refs & Annos)
Article 7. Uniform Supervision of Trustees for Charitable Purposes Act (Refs & Annos)
West’s Ann.Cal.Gov.Code § 12598
§ 12598. Supervision of charitable trusts; enforcement
Effective: January 1, 2005
Currentness

(a) The primary responsibility for supervising charitable trusts in California, for ensuring compliance with trusts and articles
of incorporation, and for protection of assets held by charitable trusts and public benefit corporations, resides in the Attorney
General. The Attorney General has broad powers under common law and California statutory law to carry out these
charitable trust enforcement responsibilities. These powers include, but are not limited to, charitable trust enforcement
actions under all of the following:

(1) This article.

(2) Title 8 (commencing with Section 2223) of Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code.

(3) Division 2 (commencing with Section 5000) of Title 1 of the Corporations Code.

(4) Sections 8111, 11703, 15004, 15409, 15680 to 15685, inclusive, 16060 to 16062, inclusive, 16064, and 17200 to 17210,
inclusive, of the Probate Code.

(5) Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 17200) of Part 2 of Division 7 of the Business and Professions Code, and Sections
17500 and 17535 of the Business and Professions Code.

(6) Sections 319, 326.5, and 532d of the Penal Code.
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(b) The Attorney General shall be entitled to recover from defendants named in a charitable trust enforcement action all
reasonable attorney’s fees and actual costs incurred in conducting that action, including, but not limited to, the costs of
auditors, consultants, and experts employed or retained to assist with the investigation, preparation, and presentation in court
of the charitable trust enforcement action.

(c) Attorney’s fees and costs shall be recovered by the Attorney General pursuant to court order. When awarding attorneys’
fees and costs, the court shall order that the attorney’s fees and costs be paid by the charitable organization and the
individuals named as defendants in or otherwise subject to the action, in a manner that the court finds to be equitable and fair.

(d) Upon a finding by the court that a lawsuit filed by the Attorney General was frivolous or brought in bad faith, the court
may award the defendant charity the costs of that action.

(e)(1) The Attorney General may refuse to register or may revoke or suspend the registration of a charitable corporation or
trustee, commercial fundraiser, fundraising counsel, or coventurer whenever the Attorney General finds that the charitable
corporation or trustee, commercial fundraiser, fundraising counsel, or coventurer has violated or is operating in violation of
any provisions of this article.

(2) All actions of the Attorney General shall be taken subject to the rights authorized pursuant to Chapter 4.5 (commencing
with Section 11400) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2.

Credits
(Added by Stats.1987, c. 892, § 2. Amended by Stats.1988, c. 1199, § 15, operative July 1, 1989; Stats.2000, c. 475
(S.B.2015), § 5; Stats.2003, c. 159 (A.B.1759), § 6, eff. Aug. 2, 2003; Stats.2004, c. 183 (A.B.3082), § 144.)
Editors’ Notes
LAW REVISION COMMISSION COMMENTS
1988 Amendment
Section 12598 is amended to correct section references [19 Cal.L.Rev.Comm. Reports 1037 (1988)].
Notes of Decisions (10)

West’s Ann. Cal. Gov. Code § 12598, CA GOVT § 12598
Current with urgency legislation through Chs. 1-27, 30, 33-34, and 36-79 of 2014 Reg.Sess., Res. Ch. 1 of 2013-2014 2nd
Ex.Sess., and all propositions on the 6/3/2014 ballot
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

11

EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

12
13

CENTER FOR COMPETITIVE
POLITICS,

14
Plaintiff,
15

Case No. 2:14-CV-00636-MCE-DAD
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION [Fed. R. Civ.
Proc. 65(a)]

v.
16
17
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OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA,
Defendant.

Date: April 17, 2014
Time: 2:00 p.m.
Dept: 7, 14th Floor
Judge: Morrison C. England, Jr.
Trial Date: None
Action Filed: March 7, 2014

20
21
22

TO DEFENDANT AND HER ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on Thursday, April 17, 2014, at 2:00 p.m. or as soon

23
thereafter as the matter may be heard, in Courtroom 7, floor 14, of the United States District
24
25

Court for the Eastern District of California, 501 I Street, Sacramento, California, 95814, Plaintiff

26

Center for Competitive Politics, by and through undersigned counsel, will move this Honorable

27

Court to enjoin the Defendant from requiring an unredacted copy of Plaintiff’s IRS Form 990

28
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Schedule B as a condition of soliciting funds in California.
This motion is based upon this notice of motion and motion, the attached memorandum of
points and authorities, any material in the Court’s files, and any other relevant matter to be

4
considered by the Court.
5
6

Plaintiff expects that this motion will be opposed.

7

Plaintiff respectfully asks that the motion be granted.

8

Dated: March 20, 2014

9
10
11
12
13

Respectfully submitted,

Alan Gura, Calif. Bar No. 178,221
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703.835.9085/Fax 703.997.7665
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INTRODUCTION

1
2

The California Attorney General has primary responsibility for the supervision and

3

regulation of charitable organizations in California. State law, including the Supervision of

4

Trustees and Fundraisers for Charitable Purposes Act, California Government Code sections

5

12580 et seq., vests the Attorney General with broad authority to carry out these enforcement

6

responsibilities, including the power to require charitable organizations to furnish information and

7

reports. Plaintiff takes issue with one such requirement: that it annually submit to the Attorney

8

General a complete copy of its IRS Form 990, Schedule B, which lists the names and addresses of

9

its major contributors. The Attorney General maintains this information in the Registry of

10

Charitable Trusts, where it is kept confidential and is used exclusively for law enforcement

11

purposes.

12

Although this reporting requirement is both an ordinary exercise of the State’s police power

13

and a critical enforcement tool, plaintiff insists that it violates its constitutional rights.

14

Specifically, plaintiff alleges that the Attorney General’s demand for the same Schedule B on file

15

with the IRS violates both the Supremacy Clause and its First Amendment right to freedom of

16

association, and has moved to preliminarily enjoin enforcement of that demand.

17

The Attorney General respectfully submits that this Court should deny the motion because

18

plaintiff has not met the standard for issuance of a preliminary injunction: it has not

19

demonstrated either a likelihood of success on the merits of its claims or that it will be injured if

20

an injunction does not issue. There is no evidence that Congress intended to preempt state

21

reporting requirements nor is there any conflict between the relevant federal and state laws.

22

Similarly, plaintiff has offered no evidence that the disclosure of donor information to a

23

confidential state registry would have any effect on, let alone infringe, its associational rights.

24

Moreover, even if plaintiffs could establish a prima facie case of infringement, the challenged

25

requirement is narrowly tailored to achieve a compelling state interest and would therefore be

26

constitutional. Thus, plaintiff cannot show a likelihood of success on the merits of either of its

27

claims for relief. Plaintiff’s motion is also unsubstantiated by any evidence of injury that it would

28

suffer in the absence of injunctive relief. By contrast, the harm to the State’s ability to effectively
1
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1

enforce its laws and to the public interest, were a preliminary injunction to issue, would be

2

considerable. Accordingly, the law, the balance of equities, and the public interest all weigh

3

against issuing a preliminary injunction.

4
5

BACKGROUND
I.

6

THE FACTS, AS ALLEGED IN THE COMPLAINT
Plaintiff Center for Competitive Politics is a non-profit corporation organized under I.R.C.

7

section 501(c)(3). See Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief (“Complaint”) ¶ 3. In

8

order to solicit tax-deductible contributions in California, plaintiff is registered with the State’s

9

Registry of Charitable Trusts. Id. ¶¶ 5-9. Although it is required by state law to file an

10

unredacted copy of its IRS Form 990 Schedule B with the Registry, see e.g., Cal. Code Regs. tit.

11

11, § 301 (2014), plaintiff is not in the habit of doing so and apparently this omission had not

12

been caught before this year, see Complaint ¶ 8. Plaintiff received a letter from the Attorney

13

General’s Office dated February 6, 2014, instructing it to submit a complete copy of its Schedule

14

B as filed with the Internal Revenue Service. Id., Exh. 1. Plaintiff alleges that this demand

15

violates the Supremacy Clause, the First Amendment, and 42 U.S.C. section 1983 and asks that

16

this Court enjoin the Attorney General from enforcing and demanding that plaintiff comply with

17

state law. 1

18

II.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

THE RELEVANT STATUTORY SCHEMES
A.

The Confidentiality and Disclosure Requirements of the Internal Revenue
Code

Most tax exempt organizations, such as those organized under Internal Revenue Code
section 501(c)(3), are required to file with the IRS an annual information return — the Form 990
or some variation thereof. See I.R.C. § 6033. The Form 990 is an eleven-part core form and
schedules to be completed by those organizations that satisfy the applicable requirements for each
schedule. See Declaration of Alexandra Robert Gordon in Support of Defendant’s Opposition to
1

Although plaintiff ostensibly challenges only the Attorney General’s letter demanding
the complete copy of its Schedule B, this demand cannot be properly understood or evaluated
except in the context of the statutory scheme pursuant to which it is made. Accordingly, the
relevant state law is set forth and analyzed herein.
2
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1

Motion for Preliminary Injunction (“Gordon Decl.”), ¶ 3, Exh. A. Exempt organizations,

2

including 501(c)(3) corporations, must make their annual returns available to the public, and must

3

provide copies upon request. See I.R.C. § 6104(d). Exempt organizations, however, need not

4

provide the names and addresses of contributors in response to such requests by the public. Id.

5

§ 6104(d)(3)(A). Thus, many exempt organizations maintain a “public disclosure” copy of their

6

Schedule B that omits identifying information about their contributors. In contrast, contributor

7

names and addresses listed on an organization’s application for exempt status remain subject to

8

disclosure requirements. See Gordon Decl. ¶ 5, Exh. C.

9

As a general rule, the IRS cannot disclose tax returns or tax return information. I.R.C.

10

§ 6103(a). However, there are exceptions. IRC section 6104 provides rules for public inspection

11

at IRS offices of the information returns, annual reports, applications, contributions, expenditures,

12

and other information pertaining to exempt organizations. Section 6104 also provides rules

13

pursuant to which the IRS can disclose to Congress and “appropriate” state officials certain

14

information pertaining to tax-exempt organizations. Id. § 6104(a)-(c). No such disclosures can

15

be made unless the agency, body, or commission to which disclosure is made establishes

16

procedures satisfactory to the IRS for safeguarding the tax information they receive. See I.R.C.

17

§ 6103(p)(4); Treas. Reg. 301.6103(c)-1; Procedure for Disclosure of Returns and Return

18

Information, U.S. Tax Rep. P 61,034.02. These safeguards must include: a permanent system of

19

standardized records, a secure place to store the information, restrictions on access, protection of

20

confidentiality, reports to the IRS on the procedures to maintain confidentiality, and the return or

21

destruction (or safekeeping, in some cases) of used material. I.R.C. § 6103(p)(4); Treas. Reg.

22

301.6103(c)-1. California has established and maintains such procedures. See generally

23

Declaration of Kevis Foley in Support of Defendant’s Opposition to Motion for Preliminary

24

Injunction (“Foley Decl.”).

25

B.

26

Plaintiff incorrectly suggests that the Attorney General does not have authority to

The Supervision of Trustees and Fundraisers for Charitable Purposes Act

27

“substantiate her demand” for an unredacted copy of its Schedule B. See Plaintiff’s Motion for

28

Preliminary Injunction (“Plaintiff’s Motion”) at 2, 6. In fact, the Attorney General’s demand is
3
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1

made pursuant to her extensive and well-established powers under state and common law.

2

Specifically, the Attorney General is the chief law officer of the State of California, CAL. CONST.

3

art. 5, §13, and has broad authority under the California Constitution, statute, and common law to

4

bring actions to enforce the laws of the state and to protect public rights and interests, see

5

D’Amico v. Bd. of Medical Examiners, 11 Cal. 3d 1, 14 (1974). Of particular relevance here, the

6

Attorney General has primary responsibility, under the Supervision of Trustees and Fundraisers

7

for Charitable Purposes Act (the “Act”), to supervise charitable trusts and public benefit

8

corporations incorporated in, or conducting business in California (of which plaintiff is one) and

9

to protect charitable assets for their intended use. See Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 12598(a), 12581; see

10

also Complaint ¶¶ 3-9. She also has “broad powers under common law and California statutory

11

law to carry out these charitable trust enforcement responsibilities.” Cal. Gov’t Code § 12598(a);

12

see also Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17510-17510.95; Cal. Corp. Code §§ 5110, et seq.; Hardman

13

v. Feinstein, 195 Cal. App. 3d 157, 161 (1987). The Attorney General may investigate

14

transactions and relationships to ascertain whether the purposes of the corporation or trust are

15

being carried out. In order to do so, she may require any agent, trustee, fiduciary, beneficiary,

16

institution, association, or corporation, or other person to appear and to produce records. Cal.

17

Gov’t Code § 12588. Any such order has the same force as a subpoena. Id. § 12589. The

18

Attorney General has specific authority to require periodic written reports deemed necessary to

19

her supervisory and enforcement duties. Id. § 12586.

20

Pursuant to the Act, the Attorney General is required to maintain a register of charitable

21

corporations and their trustees and trusts (the “Registry”), and “to that end,” to obtain “whatever

22

information, copies of instruments, reports, and records are needed for the establishment and

23

maintenance of the register.” Id. § 12584. Within 30 days after receiving property, every

24

charitable corporation and trustee subject to the Act must file an initial registration form, id.

25

§ 12585, and thereafter must also file periodic written reports with the Attorney General, id.

26

§ 12586(b); see also Younger v. Wisdom Society, 121 Cal. App. 3d 683, 691 (1981). The

27

Attorney General is required to promulgate rules and regulations as to the time for filing reports,

28

the contents thereof, and the manner of executing and filing them. Cal. Gov’t Code § 12586(b).
4
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1

These regulations state that the “periodic written reports” include: “…the Annual Registration

2

Renewal Fee Report, (“RRF-1”)….which must be filed with the Registry of Charitable Trusts

3

annually, as well as the Internal Revenue Service Form 990, which must be filed on an annual

4

basis with the Registry of Charitable Trusts, as well as with the Internal Revenue Service….”

5

Cal. Code Regs. tit. 11, § 301 (2014). Moreover, “[w]hen requested by the Attorney General any

6

periodic report shall be supplemented to include such additional information as the Attorney

7

General deems necessary to enable the Attorney General to ascertain whether the corporation,

8

trust or other relationship is being properly administered.” Id. § 306. If a charitable organization

9

fails to register or file its periodic report with the Registry, its state tax exemption may be

10

disallowed. See Cal. Rev. & Tax. Code § 23703(b)(1).

11

To reduce the reporting burden on filers, the California Attorney General’s Office adopted

12

IRS Form 990 as the primary reporting document for charitable entities required to file annual

13

reports with the Registry. See Cal. Code Regs. tit. 11, § 301 (2014). Although other documents

14

filed with the Registry are open to public inspection, see Cal. Gov’t Code § 12590, the Schedule

15

B filed by public charities has always been treated as a confidential document, see Foley Decl.

16

¶ 6. All confidential documents are kept in separate files that are not available for public

17

viewing. Id. Those “files” are now electronic records. Id. The confidential documents are

18

scanned separately and labeled confidential. Id. The Registry publishes the non-confidential

19

documents on its searchable website, but maintains the schedule B records as confidential

20

records, accessible to in-house staff only. Id. 2

21
22
23

ARGUMENT
I.

LEGAL STANDARD
To prevail on a motion for a preliminary injunction, a plaintiff “must establish that he is

24

likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of

25

preliminary relief, that the balance of equities tips in his favor, and that an injunction is in the

26
27
28

2

In response to Public Records Act request for an organization’s filings, only the “public
file” is made available for review. The Attorney General does not produce confidential
information or documents in response to such requests. See Cal. Gov’t Code § 6254(k); Cal.
Evid. Code § 1040.
5
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public interest.” Winter v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008). Alternatively,

2

“[a] preliminary injunction is appropriate when a plaintiff demonstrates…that serious questions

3

going to the merits were raised and the balance of hardships tips sharply in the plaintiff’s favor.”

4

Alliance for the Wild Rockies v. Cottrell, 632 F.3d 1127, 1134-35 (9th Cir. 2011) (internal

5

quotations omitted). A plaintiff must establish all four Winter factors even under the alternative

6

sliding scale test. Id. at 1135.

7

“A preliminary injunction is an extraordinary remedy never awarded as a matter of right. In

8

each case, courts must balance the competing claims of injury and must consider the effect on

9

each party of the granting or withholding of the requested relief. In exercising their sound

10

discretion, courts of equity should pay particular regard for the public consequences in employing

11

the extraordinary remedy of injunction.” Winter, 555 U.S. at 24 (internal quotations and citations

12

omitted). Because a preliminary injunction is an extraordinary remedy, the moving party must

13

establish the elements necessary to obtain injunctive relief by a “clear showing.” Id. at 22. A

14

plaintiff’s burden is particularly heavy when, as here, 3 it seeks to enjoin operation of a statute

15

because “it is clear that a state suffers irreparable injury whenever an enactment of its people or

16

their representatives is enjoined.” Coalition for Econ. Equity v. Wilson, 122 F.3d 718, 719 (9th

17

Cir. 1997). “A strong factual record is therefore necessary before a federal district court may

18

enjoin a State agency.” Cupolo v. Bay Area Rapid Transit, 5 F. Supp. 2d 1078, 1085 (N.D. Cal.

19

1997). In this case, plaintiff cannot meet its burden and the motion for a preliminary injunction

20

should be denied.

21

II.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

PLAINTIFF HAS FAILED TO SHOW A LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS ON THE MERITS
A.

Federal Law Does Not Preempt State Law Disclosure Requirements for
Tax Exempt Organizations.

Plaintiff asserts that federal law preempts state law requiring organizations with tax-exempt
status to disclose federal tax return information generally, and a complete copy of the Schedule B
3

As noted above, plaintiff’s challenge to the Attorney General’s demand that it comply
with state law by furnishing a complete copy of its Schedule B cannot be divorced from the state
law that authorizes this request and that the Attorney General is seeking to enforce. Accordingly,
plaintiff’s claim is properly understood as a challenge to the Supervision of Trustees and
Fundraisers for Charitable Purposes Act and should be evaluated as such.
6
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1

form in particular. See Plaintiff’s Motion at 7-11. In support of this contention, plaintiff strings

2

together a few IRC provisions in which Congress has generally restricted the authority of the IRS

3

to disclose tax returns and information and/or has provided penalties for the illegal disclosure of

4

taxpayer information as purported evidence that Congress intended to displace the exercise of the

5

State’s traditional police power to supervise and regulate charitable trusts and public benefit

6

corporations. This argument is unavailing and plaintiff is therefore unlikely to prevail on the

7

merits of its Supremacy Clause claim. See, e.g., Ting v. AT&T, 319 F.3d 1126, 1136 (9th Cir.

8

2003).

9

Federal law may preempt state law in one of three ways, none of which apply here. First,

10

Congress may expressly state its intent to preempt state law in the direct language of a statute.

11

Jones v. Rath Packing Co., 430 U.S. 519, 525 (1977). Second, Congressional intent to preempt

12

state law can be inferred when Congress “occupies the field” by passing a comprehensive

13

legislative scheme that leaves “no room” for supplemental regulation. Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator

14

Corp., 331 U.S. 218, 230 (1947). Third, federal law may preempt state law to the extent that state

15

law directly conflicts with federal law. See Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373

16

U.S. 132, 141-43 (1963). Conflict preemption requires a showing that “compliance with both

17

federal and state regulations is a physical impossibility,” id., or that state law “stands as an

18

obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress.”

19

Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. State Energy Resources Cons. and Dev. Comm., 461 U.S. 190, 204

20

(1983).

21

Congressional intent is the “ultimate touchstone” in every preemption case. Retail Clerks

22

Int’l Ass’n v. Schermerhorn, 375 U.S. 96, 103 (1963). Preemption analysis “starts with the

23

assumption that the historic police powers of the States [are] not to be superseded by [a] Federal

24

Act unless that is the clear and manifest purpose if Congress.” Rice, 331 U.S. at 230; see also

25

Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, 373 U.S. at 142 (“[F]ederal regulation of a field of commerce

26

should not be deemed preemptive of state regulatory power in the absence of persuasive reasons

27

— either that the nature of the regulated subject matter permits no other conclusion, or that the

28

Congress has unmistakably so ordained”). A court must presume that a state statute is not
7
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preempted, and the moving party has the burden of overcoming that presumption.

2

Pharmaceutical Research and Mfrs. of America v. Walsh, 538 U.S. 644, 661-662 (2003);

3

Chemical Specialties Mfrs. Ass’n, Inc. v. Allenby, 958 F.2d 941, 943 (9th Cir. 1992). Plaintiff has

4

not met and cannot meet this burden.

5

With respect to express and field preemption, there is no credible argument that Congress

6

intended to preempt states from seeking information about donors either generally or by requiring

7

complete copies of a tax exempt organization’s informational tax returns and related schedules.

8

Plaintiff seizes primarily upon I.R.C. section 6104 as proof that Congress has “comprehensively

9

regulated” the disclosure of returns and return information and prohibited state officials from

10

demanding an unredacted copy of any 501(c)(3) organization’s Schedule B. See Plaintiff’s

11

Motion at 7-11. This argument is baseless. On its face, section 6104 governs what the IRS can

12

and cannot do with information it receives from filers; it does not govern what states may ask of

13

federal filers, including charitable organizations. Further, section 6104 includes exceptions to the

14

general rule that the IRS must keep tax returns and return information confidential, see I.R.C.

15

§ 6103, which authorize the IRS to disclose certain information pertaining to tax-exempt

16

organizations under certain circumstances. At most, section 6104 sets forth the procedure by

17

which the Attorney General could obtain tax return information about an exempt organization

18

from the IRS. See I.R.C. §§ 6104 (c) & (d). Section 6104 does not limit the authority of the

19

Attorney General or other state officials to obtain this or other information, including a complete

20

Schedule B, directly from plaintiff or any other 501(c)(3) organization registered to do business in

21

California. See I.R.C. § 6104.

22

Not only does section 6104 fail to evince a “clear and manifest purpose” of Congress to

23

preempt state reporting and disclosure requirements (for charitable organizations), but the

24

legislative history of section 6104 and related provisions demonstrates that Congress had no

25

intent to do so. As explained in the General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1976:

26
27
28

The [Tax Reform] Act provides that Federal tax returns and return information may
be disclosed to State tax officials solely for use in administering the State’s tax
laws…. No disclosure may be made to any State that requires taxpayers to attach to,
or include in, State tax returns a copy of any portion of the Federal return (or any
information reflected on the Federal return) unless the State adopts provisions of law
8
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8

by December 31, 1978, protecting the confidentiality of the attached copies of the
Federal returns and the included return information. Although the copies of the
Federal returns or the return information required by a State or local government to
be attached to, or included in, the State and local return do not constitute Federal
“returns of return information” subject to the Federal confidentiality rules, the policy
underlying this requirement is that the attached copy of the return and the included
information should be treated by State and local governments as confidential rather
than effectively as public information. However, it is not intended that States be
required to enact confidentiality statutes which are copies of the Federal statutes.
Thus, State tax authorities can disclose State returns and return information,
including any portion of the Federal return (or the information reflected on the
Federal return) which the State requires the tax payer to attach to, or include in, his
State tax return, to any State or local officers or employees whose official duties or
responsibilities require access to such State return or return information pursuant to
the laws of that State.

9

STAFF OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, 94TH CONG., GENERAL EXPLANATION OF THE TAX

2
3
4
5
6
7

10

REFORM ACT OF 1976, 314 (Comm. Print 1976) (emphasis added), attached to Gordon Decl. ¶ 7,

11

Exh E, p. 57. 4

12

Thus, rather than preempting a State’s ability to obtain either federal tax filings or the

13

information contained in federal tax filings, Congress both explicitly allowed for this and made

14

clear that state reporting and disclosure requirements are not subject to or affected by federal law.

15

See id. Indeed, there is additional evidence that Congress did not intend to restrict the states’

16

authority to request copies of federal tax filings. For example, the Instructions to IRS Form 990

17

Schedule B indicate that States may require exempt organizations to file a Schedule B form. See

18

Gordon Decl. ¶ 4, Exh. B, p. 5 (“If an organization files a copy of Form 90 or 990-EZ, and

19

attachments, with any state, it should not include its Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF)

20

in the attachments for the state, unless a schedule of contributors is specifically required by the

21

state”). And the IRS training on “Form 990 Basics” states that nearly 40 states require Form 990,

22

and related schedules in order to regulate charitable and tax exempt organizations. 5 In light of the

23
24
25
26
27
28

4

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 completely overhauled the rules governing the privacy of
federal tax returns. Prior to 1976, income tax returns were deemed to be public records. In
response to Watergate and the resulting loss of public confidence, Congress enacted a general rule
that the government is to keep tax returns and tax return information confidential except as
specifically provided by the Internal Revenue Code, and increased protections against disclosure
by the IRS. See, e.g., 13 Mertens Law of Federal Income Taxation, § 47:2 (2014). As discussed
above, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 does not address or limit a state’s ability to obtain federal
returns from a taxpayer or a tax exempt organization directly.
5
Pursuant to Treasury Regulation section 1.6033-3(c)(1), 501 (c)(3) organizations that
are private foundations are required to file Form 990-PF with the Attorney General of (1) the state
(continued…)
9
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plain language, legislative history, and operation of the Internal Revenue Code, and because state

2

law unquestionably can and does play a role in the regulation of tax exempt and charitable

3

organizations, there is no express preemption and “field preemption is not an issue.” Ting, 319

4

F.3d at 1136.

5

Plaintiff’s conflict preemption argument is similarly flawed. Plaintiff apparently concedes

6

that it is not physically impossible to comply with both the Act and federal law. See Plaintiff’s

7

Motion at 10. It argues instead that “Congress wanted to prevent state attorneys general from

8

seeking, willy-nilly, the unredacted Schedule B forms of [section] 501(c)(3) organizations” and

9

thus “expressly blocked them” from obtaining these forms. As discussed above, all the evidence

10

is to the contrary. Congress specifically allowed for state officials to obtain tax returns and tax

11

return information, including a complete Schedule B, and exempted state reporting and disclosure

12

laws from federal confidentiality requirements. See, e.g., Gordon Decl. ¶ 7, Exh E. Accordingly,

13

plaintiff cannot show that the Attorney General’s letter (issued pursuant to her authority under the

14

Act) demanding that plaintiff furnish a complete copy of the Schedule B on file with the IRS,

15

impedes any purpose or objective of Congress. See Hillsborough County Fla. v. Automated Med

16

Labs., Inc., 471 U.S. 707, 716 (1985) (a party asserting “conflict” preemption “must…present a

17

showing…of a conflict between a particular local provision and the federal scheme, that is strong

18

enough to overcome the presumption that state and local regulation…can constitutionally coexist

19

with federal regulation.”). Plaintiff thus cannot overcome the strong presumption against

20

preemption, and its preemption claim provides no basis for the requested preliminary injunction.

21

Ting, 319 F.3d at 1137, 1152.

22

B.

23

Plaintiff also argues that the demand to furnish a complete copy of its Schedule B

State Law Reporting Requirements Do Not Violate the First Amendment.

24

unconstitutionally infringes upon its members’ First Amendment right to freedom of association.

25

See Plaintiff’s Motion at 11-14. Although compelled disclosure of membership lists can

26

(…continued)
in which the foundation's principal office is located (2) the state in which the foundation is
incorporated or created, and (3) each state which the foundation is required to list in its annual
information return pursuant to Treasury regulation § 1.6033-2(a)(2)(iv).

27
28

10
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constitute a substantial infringement on the freedom of association guaranteed by the First and

2

Fourteenth Amendments, see, e.g., NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 462 (1958), plaintiff’s

3

claim finds no support in fact or law and thus must fail. As a threshold matter, plaintiff has not

4

provided any evidence that the challenged disclosure requirement will have any impact on, let

5

alone “chill” its associational rights, and thus has not made “a prima facie showing of arguable

6

First Amendment infringement.” See Brock v. Local 373, Plumbers Int’l Union of America, 860

7

F.2d 346, 349-50 (9th Cir. 1988). Moreover, even if plaintiff could demonstrate that the demand

8

for an unredacted copy of its Schedule B (which the Registry keeps confidential and does not

9

disclose to the public) could harm to its members’ associational rights, the Act’s reporting and

10

disclosure requirements would survive even the most exacting scrutiny and thus be constitutional.

11

See, e.g., ProtectMarriage.com v. Bowen, 599 F. Supp. 2d. 1197, 1224 (E.D. Cal. 2009); cf.

12

United States v. Mayer, 503 F.3d 740, 748 (9th Cir. 2007). 6

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

1.

Plaintiff has not made a prima facie showing of a violation of its
associational rights.

To make a prima facie showing of infringement of its right to freedom of association,
plaintiff must demonstrate that enforcement of the Act’s reporting and disclosure requirements
will result in (1) harassment, membership withdrawal, or discouragement of new members, or (2)
other consequences that objectively suggest an impact on, or “chilling” of the member’s
associational rights. Brock, 860 F.2d at 350. The prima facie test has two tiers: first, plaintiff
“must demonstrate a causal link between the disclosure and the prospective harm to associational
rights;” and second, plaintiff “must demonstrate that [it] is the type of association where exposure
could incite threats, harassment, acts of retribution, or other adverse consequences from affiliating
with it.” Dole v. Local Union 375, Plumbers Int’l Union of America, 921 F.2d 969, 972 (9th Cir.
1990).

6

As this Court has noted, the appropriate standard of review for reporting and disclosure
requirements such as those contained in the Act is “an open question.” ProtectMarriage.com,
599 F. Supp. 2d at 1207. However, because plaintiff’s “likelihood of success on the merits is
minimal even under the most stringent review, the Court [can] assume without deciding that strict
scrutiny applies.” Id.
11
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Plaintiff fails to make this showing. It offers only the mere suggestion that by requiring

2

disclosure of donor information to the Attorney General, specifically, the name and address of

3

contributors of more than 5,000 dollars, the Act “threatens to curtail” financial support. See

4

Plaintiff’s Motion at 12. However, plaintiff provides absolutely no evidence to support this

5

assertion, and it is not obvious that submitting to the Registry in confidence the same Schedule B

6

filed with the IRS would have any effect on financial support, either generally or to plaintiff in

7

particular. Mere speculation about or opinion of the possible consequences of such disclosure is

8

entirely inadequate. Although plaintiff seeks to “equate[] the mere fact of disclosure with a first

9

amendment chill,” “more than an argument that disclosure leads to exposure” or any other

10

undesired outcome is required. Dole v. Local Union 375, Plumbers Int’l Union of America, 921

11

F.2d at 974. Rather, in order to meet their burden, plaintiff must present objective and articulable

12

facts, which go “beyond broad allegations or subjective fears.” Dole v. Local Union 375,

13

Plumbers Int’l Union of America, 950 F.2d 1456, 1469 (9th Cir. 1991) (citation and internal

14

quotation omitted); see also Dole, 921 F.2d at 974 (noting that in addition to failing to offer any

15

objective indicia of an “associational chill,” plaintiffs did not explain “how its subjective fear of

16

reprisals could be realized,” given that government policy protected the information from public

17

disclosure). Because plaintiff has not offered even a single objective fact to show that there is an

18

infringement of its associational rights or a “reasonable probability” that the Act’s reporting and

19

disclosure requirements will subject its members to “threats, harassment, or reprisals from either

20

government officials or private parties,” it cannot succeed on the merits of its freedom of

21

association claim. 7 See Dole, 921 F.2d at 973 (“factual gaps in [plaintiff’s] evidence are fatal to

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

7

This complete lack of objective evidence differentiates this case from the cases upon
which plaintiff relies. See, e.g., Dole, 921 F.2d at 974 (“The cases in which the Supreme Court
has recognized a threat to first amendment associational rights, however, have consistently
required more than [] argument…”). In NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, for example, the
plaintiff “made an uncontroverted showing that on past occasions revelation of the identity of its
rank and file members [had] exposed these members to economic reprisal, loss of employment,
threat of physical coercion, and other manifestations of public hostility.” Id. at 462. Similarly, in
Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516 (1960), plaintiff presented “substantial uncontroverted
evidence that public identification of persons in the community as members of the organizations
had been followed by harassment and threats of bodily harm,” as well as evidence that “fear of
community hostility and economic reprisals that would follow public disclosure of the
(continued…)
12
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1

its case”); see also ProtectMarriage.com, 599 F. Supp. 2d at 1251 (denying motion for

2

preliminary injunction on freedom of association claim where “notably absent from this case is

3

any evidence that those burdens hypothesized by the Supreme Court would befall the current

4

Plaintiffs.”).

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

2.

The State reporting and disclosure requirements at issue would
survive any level of scrutiny.

Because plaintiff has not made a prima facie showing, the Court need not examine whether
the contested Schedule B disclosure requirement is justified by compelling state interests and is
narrowly tailored to achieve those interests. See Dole, 921 F.2d at 974. However, even if the
Court were to undertake this analysis, this requirement would be found valid. Although plaintiff
asserts that the Attorney General’s request, and by extension the Act’s disclosure requirements,
are not based on a compelling interest, this argument borders on frivolous. As noted above, the
Attorney General has primary responsibility for supervising charitable trusts and public benefit
corporations in California to protect charitable assets for their intended use. See Cal. Gov’t Code
§§ 12598(a) & 12581. Her interest, and that of the State, in performing this regulatory and
oversight function and securing compliance with the law is compelling. See, e.g., Riley v. Nat’l
Fed’n of the Blind of N. Carolina, Inc., 487 U.S. 781, 792 (1988); Buckley, 466 U.S. at 66-68;
NAAP, 357 U.S. at 463-64. It is also substantially related to the Act’s challenged disclosure
requirements. Of particular relevance here, the information contained in the IRS Form 990 and
Schedule B filed with the IRS allows the Attorney General to determine, often without
conducting an audit, 8 whether an organization has violated the law, including laws against self
(…continued)
membership lists had discouraged new members from joining the organizations and induced
former members to withdraw.” Id. at 524. Here, by contrast, “any serious infringement on First
Amendment rights brought about by the compelled disclosure is highly speculative.” Buckley v.
Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 69-70 (1976). As demonstrated below, the substantial relationship between
the Act’s disclosure requirements and the compelling government interest served by those
requirements also distinguishes this case from NAACP and Bates as well as from Gibson v.
Florida Legislative Investigation Committee, 372 U.S. 539 (1963), where no similar nexus was
established.
8
Given that a ten-year statute of limitations applies to any action by the Attorney General
against any charitable corporation, see Cal. Gov’t Code § 12596, an audit can be particularly
burdensome and disruptive. See Gordon Decl. ¶ 8, Exh. F. The reporting and disclosure
(continued…)
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1

dealing, Cal. Corp. Code § 5233; improper loans, id. § 5236; interested persons, id. § 5227; or

2

illegal or unfair business practices, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200. In order to reduce the

3

burden on filers and insure that the organization is reporting the same information to the state and

4

federal government, the Attorney General uses the Form 990 and related schedules as a proxy,

5

which relieves charitable organizations of the burden of providing the same information on a

6

different, state form. Given that the Registry keeps confidential the identities of contributors

7

reported on Schedule B, see Foley Decl. ¶ 6, the reporting and disclosure requirements of the Act

8

are narrowly tailored to avoid unnecessarily impinging upon rights of association, if at all. See

9

ProtectMarriage.com, 599 F. Supp. 2d at 1211, 1223-24 (citations omitted). Thus, these

10

requirements are constitutionally valid. 9

11

III. PLAINTIFFS HAVE FAILED TO DEMONSTRATE IRREPARABLE INJURY OR
DEMONSTRATE THAT THE BALANCE OF HARMS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST WEIGH
IN FAVOR OF AN INJUNCTION

12
13

In addition to failing to show a likelihood of success on the merits of its claims, plaintiff

14

also has not met its burden to demonstrate irreparable injury. As shown above, plaintiff has not

15

established that it has suffered or would suffer a cognizable injury, and certainly not one that is

16

irreparable. Although plaintiff asserts that the loss of its First Amendment and constitutional

17

rights constitutes irreparable injury, see Plaintiff’s Motion at 14, where, as here, a constitutional

18

claim is unsupported and fails as a matter of law, it is “too tenuous” to support the requested

19

relief. Goldie’s Bookstore, Inc. v. Superior Ct., 739 F.2d 466, 472 (9th Cir. 1984); see also

20

ProtectMarriage.com, 599 F. Supp. 2d at 1226 (no risk of irreparable injury where no serious

21

First Amendment claims are raised); Dex Media West, Inc. v. City of Seattle, 790 F. Supp. 2d

22

1276, 1289 (W.D. Wash. 2011) (“Because the court finds that Plaintiffs have failed to establish

23

that they are likely to succeed on the merits of their First Amendment claim, the court cannot find

24
25
26
27
28

(…continued)
requirements of the Act help avoid this disruption and waste of both State and the charitable
organization resources.
9
To the extent that plaintiff alleges a violation of 42 U.S.C. section 1983, this claim fails
along with the underlying constitutional claims, on which it is dependent. See West v. Atkins, 487
U.S. 42, 48 (1988).
14
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1

that Plaintiffs have established that they are likely to suffer irreparable First Amendment injury in

2

the absence of a preliminary injunction.”).

3

Plaintiff’s remaining assertions of injury are also unfounded. It claims that by disclosing

4

the names and addresses of its donors to the Attorney General, it will lose fundraising support, 10

5

and thus will be unable to carry out is mission. However, plaintiff has not provided any evidence

6

to establish that by complying with the law and submitting the required information about its

7

contributors to the Registry, it will lose any meaningful financial support either at all or such that

8

its mission would be compromised. 11 Such speculative and unsubstantiated assertions of harm do

9

not constitute irreparable injury. See Goldie’s Bookstore, Inc., 739 F.2d at 472. To the extent

10

that plaintiff contends that the fines that could be imposed under the Act if it fails to furnish a

11

complete copy of its schedule B will cause it harm, it can readily avoid such a consequence by

12

simply complying with the law. See Winter, 555 U.S. at 22. Ultimately, plaintiff has not

13

established, and cannot establish harm sufficient to outweigh the injury its requested injunction

14

would inflict on the State. “Any time a State is enjoined by a court from effectuating statutes

15

enacted by representatives of its people, it suffers a form of irreparable injury.” Maryland v.

16

King, 133 S. Ct. 1, 2 (2012) (quotation and citation omitted). Injury to the State aside, it is not in

17

the public interest to interfere with the Attorney General’s authority to supervise and regulate

18

charitable organizations and to enforce the law by limiting her ability to request and receive

19

highly relevant information. Accordingly, the law, the balance of harms, and the public interest

20

all weigh decisively against entry of a preliminary injunction in this matter.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

10

Standing alone, monetary harm or loss of revenue is not sufficient to establish irreparable
injury. See Oakland Tribune, Inc. v. Chronicle Pub. Co., Inc., 762 F.2d 1374, 1376 (9th Cir.
1985); see also Sampson v. Murray, 415 U.S. 61, 90 (1974) (“The key word in this consideration
is irreparable. Mere injuries, however substantial, in terms of money, time and energy necessarily
expended . . . are not enough.”).
11
Plaintiff’s related assertion that absent injunctive relief, its ability to engage in “fully
protected fundraising speech” is also entirely unsubstantiated and is particularly weak. The
challenged requirements require charitable organizations to furnish information about their
donors; they do not place any limitations on protected speech nor do they (unconstitutionally)
compel any speech by fundraisers. See Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 12584 & 12586; Cal. Code Regs. tit.
11, §§ 301 & 306 (2014); compare Riley, 487 U.S. at 788-802.
.
15
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CONCLUSION

1
2

For the foregoing reasons, the Attorney General respectfully requests that the Court deny

3

plaintiff’s motion for a preliminary injunction.

4

Dated: April 3, 2014

Respectfully Submitted,

5

KAMALA D. HARRIS
Attorney General of California
TAMAR PACHTER
Supervising Deputy Attorney General

6
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/s/ Alexandra Robert Gordon
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ALEXANDRA ROBERT GORDON
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455 Golden Gate Avenue, Suite 11000
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Telephone: (415) 703-5509
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
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SACRAMENTO DIVISION
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CENTER FOR COMPETITIVE
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2:14-cv-00636-MCE-DAD
DECLARATION OF ALEXANDRA
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DEFENDANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
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KAMALA HARRIS, in her Official
Capacity as Attorney General of the State of
California,

19
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Date:
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1

I, Alexandra Robert Gordon, declare as follows:

2

1.

3
4

I am a Deputy Attorney General at the California Department of Justice and serve

as counsel to Attorney General Kamala D. Harris in the above-titled matter.
2.

Except as otherwise stated, I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this

5

declaration, and if called upon as a witness I could testify competently as to those facts. I make

6

this declaration in support of the Attorney General’s Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for

7

Preliminary Injunction.

8
9

3.

A true and correct copy of Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form 990 is attached

hereto as Exhibit A.

10

4.

A true and correct copy of IRS Form 990, Schedule B is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

11

5.

A true and correct copy of guidance provided by the IRS regarding public disclosure

12

of exempt organizations tax returns and return information found at http://www.irs.gov/Charities-

13

&-Non-Profits/Public-Disclosure-and-Availability-of-Exempt-Organizations-Returns-and-

14

Applications is attached hereto as Exhibit C.

15

6.

A true and correct copy of guidance provided by the IRS regarding periodic state

16

reporting requirements for charitable organizations found at http://www.irs.gov/Charities-&-Non-

17

Profits/Charitable-Organizations/Charitable-Solicitation-Periodic-State-Reporting is attached

18

hereto as Exhibit D.

19

7.

A true and correct copy of an excerpt from the General Explanation of the Tax

20

Reform Act of 1976, prepared by the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation of the 94th

21

Congress is attached hereto as Exhibit E.

22
23

8.

A true and correct copy of a sample audit letter from the Office of the Attorney

General to a charitable organization is attached hereto as Exhibit F.
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27
28
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1

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the

2

foregoing is true and correct.

3

Executed on April 3, 2014, at San Francisco, California.

4
/s/ Alexandra Robert Gordon

5
6

ALEXANDRA ROBERT GORDON
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

2

ARGUMENT

3
I.

4
5
6

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S PREEMPTION DEFENSES WOULD DEPRIVE SECTION
6104 OF ANY PRACTICAL EFFECT.
Title 26 U.S.C. § 6104(c) 1 regulates the disclosure of charitable organizations’ tax returns

to state officers. Section 6104(c)(3) governs the release of the Schedule B information of § 501(c)

7
8
9

organizations, which is only permitted “for the purpose of, and only to the extent necessary in, the
administration of State laws regulating the solicitation or administration of the charitable funds or

10

charitable assets of such organization.” (emphasis supplied). The same provision also bars the

11

Secretary of the Treasury from releasing Schedule B information to state officials—even for the

12

narrow purpose authorized by Congress—if that form belongs to a § 501(c)(3) organization. These

13

provisions are not ambiguous.

14

In response to CCP’s arguments that § 6104(c)(3) conclusively preempts the Attorney

15
16

General from compelling the release of CCP’s Schedule B, Defendant nowhere grapples with, or

17

even references, the language of the statute. Rather, she contends that the applicable portions of

18

federal law merely “set[] forth the procedure by which the Attorney General could obtain tax

19

information about an exempt organization from the IRS.” Def. Br. at 8. (citing I.R.C. §§ 6104(c);

20

(d)). In Defendant’s view, the extensive, specific procedure outlined in § 6104(c)(3) does not limit

21
22
23

her ability to obtain that same confidential information from Plaintiff by means of an “order
ha[ving] the same force as a subpoena.” Def. Br. at 4 (citing Cal. Gov’t Code § 12589).
But “Congress does not legislate in a vacuum.” Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 313

24
25

(2001) (Stevens, J. dissenting). Section § 6104(c) must have some meaning, and the Attorney

26
27
28

1

All further statutory references are to Title 26 of the U.S. Code unless otherwise noted.
1
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General’s interpretation would render it devoid of any practical effect. Congress’s purpose would

2

be plainly frustrated if state officials regulating charitable solicitations could unilaterally compel

3
4
5
6

Schedule B information from tax-exempt organizations. See Toll v. Moreno, 458 U.S. 1, 16 (1982)
(a state may not evade federal tax exemption provided to G-4 visa holders by denying in-state
tuition to the children of such visa holders, because “[t]he State may not recoup indirectly from

7

respondents’ parents the taxes that the Federal Government has expressly barred the State from

8

collecting”); see also Planned Parenthood of Ind., Inc. v. Comm’r of Ind. State Dep’t of Health,

9

699 F.3d 962, 978 (7th Cir. 2012) (Indiana’s claim of “plenary authority to exclude Medicaid

10

providers for any reason, as long as it furthers a legitimate state interest” is preempted by

11
12
13
14
15

Medicaid’s guarantee of a free choice of provider, because “[i]f states are free to set any
qualifications they want—no matter how unrelated to the provider’s fitness to treat Medicaid
patients—then the free-choice-of-provider requirement could be easily undermined by simply
labeling any exclusionary rule as a ‘qualification’”).

16

Congress noted that Schedule B information may, in certain cases, be useful to state officials

17

regulating a charitable solicitation regime. 26 U.S.C. § 6104(c)(3) (disclosure to state official only

18
19
20
21

permitted “for the purpose of…the administration of State laws regulating the solicitation or
administration of the charitable funds or charitable assets of such organizations”). But federal law
requires that state attorneys general 2 address any requests for such information to the Secretary of

22

the Treasury, and that any release be calibrated to the state’s need for the information. Id. Congress

23

required that state officials seeking this precise information provide a reasoned analysis of why it

24
25
26
27
28

Congress in fact limited the range of state officers given access to IRS information: “[s]uch
information may only be inspected by or disclosed to a person other than the appropriate State
officer if such person is an officer or employee of the State and is designated by the appropriate
State officer to receive the returns or return information under this paragraph on behalf of the
appropriate State officer.” Id.
2

2
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1

is needed. Not only has the Attorney General failed to provide such an analysis to the Secretary of

2

the Treasury, she has failed to provide one to this Court. Furthermore, even if the Defendant

3
4
5
6

submitted a reasonable written request to the Treasury Secretary seeking Plaintiff’s Schedule B
information, the Secretary could not comply without violating the law. Id.
Instead, the Attorney General justifies her demands on two grounds. First, she claims that

7

incidental legislative history belies the direct language of § 6104(c)(3). Second, albeit less

8

explicitly, she states that, by virtue of her office, she wields considerable powers in the area of

9

charitable solicitation. Plaintiff takes each argument in turn.

10
11
12
13
14

A. The Attorney General's Citations to Legislative History Are Inapposite.
Although the Attorney General never quotes § 6104(c)(3) directly, she does claim that
“Congress specifically allowed for state officials to obtain tax returns and tax return information,
including a complete Schedule B.” Def. Br. at 10. To support this statement, the Attorney General

15

relies on no statute, but rather on the Joint Committee on Taxation’s “Summary of the Tax Reform

16

Act of 1976,” a brief note listed on Form 990, and an uncited assertion regarding IRS training.

17
18
19
20
21
22

The Attorney General’s reliance on legislative history for the Tax Reform Act of 1976 is
misplaced. “[C]ourts must presume that a legislature says in a statute what it means and means in
a statute what it says there. When the words of a statute are unambiguous, then, this first canon is
also the last: judicial inquiry is complete.” Connecticut Nat’l Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 25354 (1992) (citations and quotation marks omitted). In any event, that same summary document

23

prepared by the Joint Committee states that “[t]he Act provides that returns and return information

24

are to be confidential and not subject to disclosure except as specifically provided by statute.”

25

STATEMENT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, 94TH CONG., GENERAL EXPLANATION OF THE

26

TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976, 314, attached to Gordon Decl. ¶ 7, Ex. E, p. 52; see also Church of

27
28

3
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Scientology v. IRS, 484 U.S. 9, 16 (1987) (“One of the major purposes” of the 1976 revisions to §

2

6103 “was to tighten the restrictions on the use of return information by entities other than [the

3
4
5
6

IRS]”). Second, as the quotation supplied by Defendant indicates, the Tax Reform Act of 1976
merely “provides that Federal tax returns and return information may be disclosed to State tax
officials solely for use in administering the State’s tax laws,” not a State’s charitable solicitation

7

regime, which is governed by § 6104(c)(3). Ex. E, p. 57 (emphasis supplied). The text further notes

8

that disclosed “tax information will not be available to the State Governor or any other nontax

9

personnel.” Id. Third, as the reference to a taxpayer possessing “his” tax return indicates, the cited

10

legislative history appears focused on individual tax returns, not those of organizations. Id. Finally,

11
12
13
14

the Tax Reform Act of 1976 did not modify § 6104(c)(3) in any way—the legislative history cited
by the Attorney General in her brief refers to Section 1202 of the 1976 law, which merely amended
§ 6103.

15

The Attorney General’s citation to instructions on the Form 990 is similarly unhelpful. A

16

number of organizations, including § 501(c)(6) business leagues and § 527 organizations (entities

17

whose donor information is not protected by § 6104(c)(3)), file 990 forms with the Internal Revenue

18
19
20
21
22

Service. Nothing on the form demonstrates that the IRS considered, much less sanctioned, the
action taken by Defendant. Moreover, even if the Attorney General correctly understands the form,
no species of agency deference would permit general instructions on a government form to trump
the explicit language of a duly enacted statute. Compare, e.g. Auer v. Robbins, 519 U.S. 452, 461

23

(1997) (judicial deference applies to agency interpretation of agency’s own regulations). The

24

Attorney General’s reference to IRS “Form 990 Basics” training is equally unavailing for similar

25

reasons. 3

26
27
28

Curiously, the State also cites Treasury Regulation 1.6033-3(c)(1) for the principle that private
foundations, organizations that nominally are classified under § 501(c)(3) but meet certain criteria
3

4
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B. The Attorney General's Broad Enforcement Powers Are Irrelevant in the Federal
Preemption Context.

2
3

The Attorney General correctly notes that she has “broad powers under common law and

4

California statutory law to carry out [her] charitable trust enforcement responsibilities.” Cal. Gov’t

5

Code § 12598. She then suggests that denying her the ability to unilaterally compel confidential tax

6

information would infringe upon her traditional police powers. Def. Br. at 7. But of course, the

7
8
9
10

general breadth of her powers in the realm of charitable solicitation oversight is irrelevant if federal
law has preempted that authority. See Livadas v. Bradshaw, 512 U.S. 107, 120 (1994) (“The power
to tax is no less the power to destroy…merely because a state legislature has an undoubtedly

11

rational and ‘legitimate’ interest in raising revenue”) (citing McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. 316

12

(1819)). Further, and particularly relevant for Plaintiff’s First Amendment claim discussed infra,

13

the Attorney General predicated her demand for CCP’s donors upon a conclusory two-sentence

14
15
16
17

explanation of the State’s interest in preventing fraud, self-dealing, and the like. Def. Br. at 13-14.
But Defendant offers no explanation whatsoever as to how Plaintiff’s Schedule B will help further
those interests. 4
This leaves the case precisely as it was initially pled by CCP. The evidence of Congress’s

18
19

intention to preempt California rests in the language of § 6104 itself.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

under 26 U.S.C. § 509(a), provide Schedule B information to state attorneys general. Def. Br. at 910, n. 5. Perhaps so, but Schedule B information for private foundations is not generally kept
confidential, and is available for public inspection. 2 U.S.C. § 6104(d)(3)(A). Regardless, CCP is
not a private foundation. See Stanbury Law Firm, P.A. v. IRS, 221 F.3d 1059, 1062 (8th Cir. 2000)
(“[A] tax-exempt organization is not automatically classified as a private foundation. Indeed, if a §
501(c)(3) organization does not meet the distinct requirements provided by § 509(a), the
organization is treated as public charity”).
In fact, information that would be helpful toward these legitimate ends is available on the
publically available remainder of Plaintiff’s Form 990, which Plaintiff has provided to Defendant.
4

5
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II.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OFFERS NO EVIDENCE THAT HER DEMAND FOR
PLAINTIFF'S SCHEDULE B IS NARROWLY TAILORED TO THE STATE'S COMPELLING
INTERESTS.

2
3
4
5
6

The Attorney General’s defense to Plaintiff’s First Amendment claim rests on three
premises. First, that state-mandated disclosure of donors may only be cabined upon a demonstration
that such disclosure will lead to threats, harassment, and reprisals. Def. Br. at 11. Second, that the

7

Attorney General’s law enforcement interest permits this sort of disclosure, even under the harsh

8

test of strict scrutiny. Def. Br. at 13. Third, the Attorney General offers assurances that the private

9

identities of CCP’s donors will never be made public. Id.

10
11
12
13
14

For the first principle, the Attorney General relies upon a series of labor cases. Def. Br. at
11-13. But these cases are all distinguishable, as each stemmed from the same set of facts. There,
the Secretary of Labor, pursuant to his statutory powers, “initiated a compliance audit of Local
375.” Brock v. Local 375, Plumbers Int’l Union, 860 F.2d 346, 348 (9th Cir. 1988). The audit

15

revealed various discrepancies and suspect transactions, and only then did the government

16

subpoena information about the union’s funding. Id.; see also Dole v. Local Union 375, Plumbers

17

Int’l Union, 921 F.2d 969, 970-971 (9th Cir. 1990) (reciting same facts).

18
19
20
21

This case is markedly different. Aside from generalized pronouncements concerning her
authority over the Registry of Charitable Trusts, the Attorney General has provided no
particularized rationale for obtaining CCP’s donor information. 5 Indeed, the Attorney General has

22

even posited that obtaining Plaintiff’s Schedule B eliminates the need for her to audit entities in the

23

Registry. 6

24
25

Moreover, in previous years the State apparently had no difficulty in regulating CCP, despite
having no access to Plaintiff’s confidential Schedule B information. Def. Br. at 2.

26

6

5

27
28

Plaintiff again notes that its donor information is unlikely to be particularly helpful in enforcing
laws against “self dealing, improper loans, interested persons, or illegal and unfair business
practices.” Def. Br. at 13-14 (citations to California statutes omitted). Furthermore, Plaintiff notes
6
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Moreover, the unconstitutionality of the disclosure of an organization’s financial supporters

2

is not always predicated upon a finding of threats, harassment, or reprisals. Talley v. California,

3
4
5
6

362 U.S. 60, 65 (1960) (striking down city ordinance requiring the identification of persons who
prepared, distributed, or sponsored handbills on the condition of public distribution as overbroad
without finding that plaintiff was at risk of threat, harassment, and reprisal); Acorn Investments v.

7

City of Seattle, 887 F.2d 219, 225 (9th Cir. 1989) (declaring municipality’s shareholder disclosure

8

regime for certain adult businesses unconstitutional without such a prima facie showing). And the

9

Brock and Dole courts both recognized this. Dole v. Local 375, 921 F.2d at 971 (9th Cir. 1990)

10

(noting plaintiffs would have to “‘demonstrate that enforcement of the subpoenas will result in (1)

11
12
13
14

harassment, membership withdrawal, or discouragement of new members, or (2) other
consequences which objectively suggest an impact on, or ‘chilling’ of the members’ associational
rights’”) (quoting Brock, 860 F.2d at 350).

15

To the second point, the burden is on the Attorney General to demonstrate that the specific

16

disclosure demanded is properly tailored to the asserted state interests. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S.

17

1, 65 (1976). The Attorney General notes that she has a compelling interest in pursuing her “primary

18
19
20
21
22

responsibility for supervising charitable trusts and public benefit corporations in California to
protect charitable assets for their intended use.” Def. Br. at 13. Yet nothing demonstrates that the
disclosure she demands fits that interest. Even under “exacting scrutiny”, a somewhat lower
standard of review than “strict scrutiny,” a state must demonstrate that it has used the “least

23

restrictive means” in breaching the associational rights of an organization. McCutcheon v. FEC,

24

572 U.S. ___, No. 12-536 slip op. at 7-8 (2014) (Roberts, C.J. for the plurality). The Attorney

25
26
27
28

that while constitutional violations may make government prosecution more efficient, that is beside
the point. See e.g. Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609, 614 (1965) (finding it unconstitutional for
the prosecution to “comment on the refusal to testify”).
7
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General has plainly not done so here. For example, given that her powers rest within the state of

2

California, CAL. CONST. art. V, § 13, she could have limited her demand to only the names and

3

addresses of in-state donors. 7

4

Furthermore, Plaintiff agrees that the State’s interest in preventing the parade of horribles

5
6

Defendant’s brief details is indeed compelling. But once again, CCP notes that the Attorney General

7

has provided no explanation of the mechanism by which this form of disclosure serves that interest,

8

especially as all the information on Plaintiff’s Form 990—with the sole exception of the names and

9

addresses of its donors—is available. The Attorney General’s suggestion of a link—any link—

10

between this specific information and the State’s interest is entirely conclusory.

11
12
13
14

The Attorney General does make one (fleeting) tailoring argument. She argues that “[g]iven
that the Registry keeps confidential the identities of contributors reported on Schedule B…the
reporting and disclosure requirements…avoid unnecessarily impinging upon rights of association,

15

if at all.” Def. Br. at 14. But any compelled disclosure—even if the state never publicizes the

16

disclosed information—infringes upon associational freedoms. Indeed, NAACP v. Alabama

17

controls in this regard, as it spoke to “state scrutiny of membership lists,” not merely public

18

disclosure. 357 U.S. 449, 466 (1958) (emphasis supplied).

19

Finally, the Attorney General’s assurances—bolstered by Mr. Foley’s sparse declaration

20
21

(Ex. F)—offer scant support for the proposition that CCP’s donor information will always remain

22

confidential. Defendant’s claims pale in light of her belief that “Congress…[has] exempted state

23

reporting and disclosure laws from federal confidentiality requirements.” Def. Br. at 10.

24
25
26
27
28

Plaintiff does not concede that such a rule would be necessarily constitutional, but it would provide
more “breathing space” for First Amendment freedoms than does the Attorney General’s current
approach. NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 433 (1963) (“Because First Amendment freedoms need
breathing space to survive, government may regulate in the area only with narrow specificity”)
(citing Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 311 (1940)).
7

8
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1

Defendant’s demonstrable belief that this includes laws against the disclosure of contributor

2

information undermines these assurances. Furthermore, Defendant has provided Plaintiff no

3
4
5
6
7

concrete assurance that her confidentiality system is a permanent fixture, nor that line employees
will scrupulously protect Plaintiff’s donor information. Plaintiff is especially concerned given
Defendant’s confusion concerning certain portions of federal tax law, such as the distinction
between private foundations and other § 501(c)(3) organizations. See note 2, supra.

8

In sum, the Attorney General has simply asserted a right to obtain CCP’s donor information.

9

She has provided no case law that supports her endeavor. She has not demonstrated that this

10

information would serve her stated interests. She has not demonstrated that this is the least

11
12
13
14

restrictive means of furthering those interests. And she has not provided more than vague,
unenforceable assurances that Plaintiff’s contributor data will remain confidential.
III.

DEFENDANT MISSTATES IRREPARABLE INJURY.

15

In the Attorney General’s discussion of irreparable injury, she suggests that “it is not in the

16

public interest to interfere with the Attorney General’s authority to supervise and regulate charitable

17

organizations and to enforce the law by limiting her ability to request and receive highly relevant

18
19
20
21
22

information.” Def. Br. at 15. Once again, Plaintiff questions the relevance of this information:
unless the Defendant can articulate a rationale under which CCP’s donor list would be relevant to
the regulation of the Registry of Charitable Trusts, it is difficult to see the threat to the public
interest.

23

The Attorney General further argues that “[t]o the extent that plaintiff contends that the

24

fines that could be imposed under the Act if it fails to furnish a completely copy of its schedule B

25

will cause it harm, it can readily avoid such a consequence by simply complying with the law.”

26

Def. Br. at 15. Giving Plaintiff a choice between compliance with an unconstitutional statute, and

27
28
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the threat of losing its ability to raise funds in California, is precisely the dilemma necessitating this

2

injunction. See NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. at 433 (“The threat of sanctions may deter the[]

3
4
5

exercise” of First Amendment liberties “almost as potently as the actual application of sanctions”)
(citation omitted).
CONCLUSION

6
7
8
9

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff’s Motion for a Preliminary Injunction ought to be
granted.
Dated this 10th day of April, 2014.

10
11
12
13
14
15

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ Alan Gura
Alan Gura, Calif. Bar No. 178,221
Gura & Possesky, PLLC
105 Oronoco Street, Suite 305
Alexandria, VA 22314
703.835.9085/Fax 703.997.7665
alan@gurapossessky.com

/s/ Allen Dickerson
Allen Dickerson*
Center for Competitive Politics
124 S. West St., Suite 201
Alexandria, VA 22314
703.894.6800/Fax 703.894.6811
adickerson@campaignfreedom.org
*Admitted pro hac vice
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INTRODUCTION

2
3

Plaintiff Center for Competitive Politics (“CCP”) is an educational nonprofit organized
under § 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”). CCP’s mission is to promote and defend

4
the First Amendment rights to free political speech, assembly and petition through strategic
5
6

litigation, communication, activism, training, research and education. To support its activities,

7

CCP solicits charitable contributions nationwide, including in California. Consequently, CCP

8

registers with the State, and submits its publicly available IRS Form 990 to the Attorney General.

9

This year, for the first time since CCP began soliciting contributions in California in 2008, the

10

Attorney General has also requested an unredacted copy of CCP’s Schedule B.

11

Schedule B is an addendum to Form 990 which lists the names and addresses of CCP’s

12
13
14

contributors. While a redacted version of this form is publicly available, per the disclosure and
privacy provisions of the IRC, the Schedule B contributor information of § 501(c)(3)

15

organizations is exempt not only from public disclosure, 26 U.S.C. § 6104(d)(3), but also from

16

disclosure to state officials. The IRC creates a specific means for state officials to seek

17

confidential tax return information by direct request to the Secretary of the Treasury. 26 U.S.C. §

18

6104(c)(3). But § 501(c)(3) organizations are explicitly exempted from this provision. 1

19

The California Attorney General’s request for CCP’s Schedule B consequently violates

20
21
22

the clear terms of the IRC, and ignores the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution,
which forbids state action that conflicts with federal law. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2. Worse still,

23
24
1

25
26
27
28

The law provides:
Disclosure with respect to certain other exempt organizations. Upon written
request by an appropriate State officer, the Secretary may make available for
inspection or disclosure returns and return information of any organization
described in section 501(c) [26 USCS § 501(c)] (other than organizations
described in paragraph (1) or (3) thereof).
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1

the Attorney General cites no authority whatsoever to substantiate her demand for the Schedule

2

B.

3

The Attorney General’s demand creates a stark choice for CCP. Either of its potential

4
courses of action would result in constitutional harm actionable under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. CCP
5
6

may refuse to comply with the Attorney General’s Letter and risk losing its ability to solicit

7

charitable contributions in California, despite Ninth Circuit and U.S. Supreme Court precedent

8

holding that fundraising for charitable organizations is fully protected speech. Gaudiya Vaishnava

9

Soc. v. San Francisco, 952 F.2d 1059, 1064 (9th Cir. 1991) (citing Bd. of Trs. v. Fox, 492 U.S.

10
11

469 (1989)). On the other hand, if CCP does give the Attorney General its confidential Schedule
B as a precondition of engaging in protected fundraising speech, its First Amendment right to

12
13
14

associate with its contributors, many of whom would rather not be disclosed, and their right to
freely associate with each other, will be chilled.

15

As the United States Supreme Court first recognized in the civil rights cases of the 1950s,

16

the anonymity of contributors to nonprofit educational organizations is generally protected, lest

17

an individual be subject to retaliation for supporting an organization that educates the public on

18

an unpopular topic. The State may only demand disclosure of an organization’s funders if

19
necessary to advance a sufficiently important governmental interest. Defendant has not even
20
21

attempted to make such a showing.

22

Should CCP act in the interest of its contributors and forgo fundraising efforts in the State

23

to protect its donors’ names and addresses, it and its donors will be irreparably harmed. This will

24

include not only lost contributions (and a corresponding loss of funding to advance CCP’s

25

mission) during the pendency of this litigation (which CCP will not be able to recover as damages

26

from the state at a later time), but also the silencing of CCP’s speech directed at potential donors

27

in California.

28
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1

STATEMENT OF FACTS

2
3
4
5
6
7

CCP filed for registration with the Registry of Charitable Trusts on November 4, 2008,
and has been registered to solicit charitable contributions in California since that time. Keating
Decl. at 1. CCP solicits contributions in California, and wishes to continue doing so. Id. However,
CCP received a letter from Defendant dated February 6, 2014 which conditions continued
registration with the Registry of Charitable Trusts upon providing Defendant with an unredacted
version of CCP’s Schedule B. Complaint, Ex. 1.

8
9

STANDARD FOR PROSPECTIVE RELIEF

10
11

CCP seeks a preliminary injunction preventing the Attorney General from obtaining its
Schedule B as a precondition to CCP engaging in lawful activity in California.

12
The United States Supreme Court has set out, and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has
13
14

applied, a four-factor test for an injunction to issue. A plaintiff “seeking a preliminary injunction

15

must demonstrate ‘that he is likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely to suffer irreparable

16

harm in the absence of preliminary relief, that the balance of equities tips in his favor, and that an

17

injunction is in the public interest.’” National Meat Ass'n v. Brown, 599 F.3d 1093, 1097 (9th

18
19

Cir. 2010) (citing Winter v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008); Beardslee v.
Woodford, 395 F.3d 1064, 1067 (9th Cir. 2005)).

20
ARGUMENT

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

I.

There is a high likelihood that CCP will succeed on the merits of its case.
a. Federal law shields the very information the Attorney General seeks.
i. Federal Law
Under the IRC (26 U.S.C. § 1, et seq.), Congress created nonprofit entities, including the

well-known § 501(c)(3) organization. 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3). Like most incorporated entities, §
501(c)(3) organizations must file tax returns. Educational nonprofits organized under this

28
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1

provision of the code—like most § 501(c) organizations—must file tax information on Form 990.

2

26 U.S.C. § 6033(b); 26 C.F.R. § 1.6033-1(a)(2)(i). Much of the information on Form 990 is

3

public, including the organization’s general budget and information about its projects. 26 U.S.C.

4
§ 6104(b) see also IRS Form 990 available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f990.pdf (warning
5
6
7

filers not to include personal information such as Social Security Numbers because the Form may
be made public).

8

Form 990 has a supplement, Schedule B, which lists the names and addresses of an

9

organization’s contributors. While a public, redacted version of the Schedule is made available

10
11

for public review, a § 501(c)(3) organization’s unredacted Schedule B is not disclosed to the
states or to the public, per the disclosure and privacy provisions of the IRC. The privacy

12
13
14

provisions are comprehensive, including a general exemption for contributor privacy. 26 U.S.C. §
6104(b) (“The information required to be furnished…together with the names and addresses of

15

such organizations and trusts, shall be made available to the public.…Nothing in this subsection

16

shall authorize the Secretary to disclose the name or address of any contributor to any

17

organization or trust”) (emphasis supplied). Congress has also specifically provided that §

18

501(c)(3) donors should not be subject to public disclosure. 26 U.S.C. § 6104(d)(3) (stating that

19
the public inspection copy of a § 501(c)(3) Form 990 “shall not require the disclosure of the name
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

or address of any contributor to the organization”).
Most important for this case is that Congress banned state agencies from seeking the
donor lists of a § 501(c)(3) non-profit’s Schedule B. The statutory language is clear:
Upon written request by an appropriate State officer, the Secretary [of the
Treasury] may make available for inspection or disclosure returns and return
information of any organization described in section 501(c) (other than
organizations described in paragraph (1) or (3) thereof) for the purpose of, and
only to the extent necessary in, the administration of State laws regulating the
solicitation or administration of the charitable funds or charitable assets of such
organizations.

28
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1

26 U.S.C. § 6104(c)(3) (emphasis supplied). Through this language, Congress specifically

2

exempted § 501(c)(3) organizations from donor disclosure to state agencies, including in the

3

precise context (charitable solicitations) at issue here.

4
This case involves California’s compelled disclosure of tax returns and return information
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

reported to the Internal Revenue Service on Schedule B. “Return” and “return information” are
terms of art in the IRC. A “return” is
any tax or information return, declaration of estimated tax, or claim for refund
required by, or provided for or permitted under, the provisions of this title which is
filed with the Secretary by, on behalf of, or with respect to any person, and any
amendment or supplement thereto, including supporting schedules, attachments, or
lists which are supplemental to, or part of, the return so filed.
26 U.S.C. (“IRC”) § 6103(b)(1). This would include an IRC § 501(c)(3) organization’s Schedule

12
13
14

B. Likewise, “return information” includes the detailed data of the person’s income, standing
before the IRS on tax liability (paid, under review, assessment for a penalty, etc.), and attendant

15

documents (memoranda, letters to the taxpayer, etc.). See 26 U.S.C. § 6103(b)(2) (enumerating

16

data that defines “return information”). Anonymous data unconnected to any taxpayer is not

17

“return information.” 26 U.S.C. § 6103(b)(2)(D).

18

A focus of the IRC is on privacy and undue disclosure of tax returns, particularly the

19
contributors to § 501(c)(3) organizations. CCP is a non-profit organized under IRC § 501(c)(3).
20
21

Therefore, CCP files a Form 990 with the IRS, and knows that certain portions of the Form are

22

made public. What is at issue is the possibility of disclosing CCP’s confidential Schedule B as

23

filed with the Internal Revenue Service —listing the names and addresses of its contributors—as

24

a condition to soliciting contributions in California. CCP has in previous years provided the State

25

with its publicly-available version of Schedule B, which redacts the names and addresses of its

26

contributors, but lists the amount donated by each contributor. It does not object to continuing to

27
file this version of Schedule B.
28
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1
2
3

ii. California’s Action
The California Attorney General is vested with the power to supervise compliance with
the state’s regulation of charitable corporations and solicitations. See, e.g., CAL GOV. CODE §

4
12584. Charities are required to register with the state if they wish to solicit contributions from
5
6

California citizens. CAL GOV. CODE § 12585. Generally, the filings are available for public

7

inspection. CAL GOV. CODE § 12590. The Attorney General has the power to block such registry

8

if she “finds that any entity…has committed an act that would constitute violation of…an order

9

issued by the Attorney General, including, but not limited to… fail[ure] to file a financial report,

10
11

or [filing] an incomplete financial report.” CAL GOV. CODE § 12591.1(b)(3).
In a February 6, 2014 letter (“Letter”), the California Attorney General demanded that

12
13
14

CCP produce a copy of its confidential Schedule B as filed with the Internal Revenue Service. See
Complaint, Ex. 1. The Letter claims that failure to provide this information will make CCP’s

15

financial report incomplete, potentially rendering the organization ineligible to solicit charitable

16

contributions. The three-paragraph demand contains no citation to authority—federal or state—

17

authorizing such disclosure. Under CAL GOV. CODE § 12591.1(b)(3), however, failure to comply

18

with the Letter’s demand gives the Attorney General the power to impose substantial fines and

19
block CCP’s fundraising efforts in California.
20
21

Although it is infrequent (and often inadvertent), state officials occasionally act beyond

22

the bounds of federal law. In these circumstances, even if the underlying state law is not null and

23

void via preemption, the actions of a state official may constitute a Supremacy Clause violation.

24

See, e.g., Duke Energy Trading & Mktg., 267 F.3d 1042, 1058-1059 (9th Cir. 2001) (overturning

25

California governor’s executive order as pre-empted by Congressional grant of jurisdiction to the

26

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission); Abraham v. Hodges, 255 F. Supp. 2d 539, 553-54

27
(D.S.C. 2002) (blocking South Carolina governor’s executive order as pre-empted by the Atomic
28
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1

Energy Act). Thus, a state executive officer’s acts are reviewable for compliance with federal

2

statutory law under the doctrine of federal preemption.

3
4
b. The Attorney General’s demand is preempted by federal statute.
5
6

Article VI, cl. 2, of the U.S. Constitution provides that the laws of the United States “shall

7

be the supreme Law of the Land…any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any state to the

8

Contrary notwithstanding.” Upon this clause rests the “familiar rule” of federal preemption, the

9

fact that “[b]ecause the Constitution and federal laws are supreme, conflicting state laws are

10
11

without legal effect.” Rice v. Board of Trade, 331 U.S. 247, 253 (1947); Am. Trucking Ass’ns v.
City of Los Angeles, 133 S. Ct. 2096, 2106 (2013) (Thomas, J., concurring). Naturally, federal

12
13
14

preemption “presents a federal question which the federal courts have jurisdiction to resolve.”
Shaw v. Delta Air Lines, 463 U.S. 85, 96 n. 14 (1983).

15

Federal preemption is guided by two “touchstones:” the Congress’s intent in acting, and

16

that, “unless [it is]…the clear and manifest purpose of Congress,” a state’s “historic police

17

powers” are presumed not to have been “superseded.” Wyeth v. Levine, 555 U.S. 555, 565 (2009).

18

However, “the purpose of Congress is the ultimate touchstone in every pre-emption case.” Id.

19
(quoting and citing Medtronic, Inc. v. Lohr, 518 U.S. 470, 485 (1996)) (internal quotation marks
20
21

and brackets omitted). The intent of Congress may be perceived in a number of ways, which are

22

commonly broken out into three broad categories of preemption: express, field, and conflict.

23

Altria Group, Inc. v. Good, 555 U.S. 70, 76-77 (2008). While “the categories of preemption are

24

not rigidly distinct,” we will discuss each of these in turn. Crosby v. Nat’l Foreign Trade Council,

25

530 U.S. 363, 373 n. 6 (2000).

26

i. Express Preemption

27
Express preemption, as its name suggests, occurs when the federal government uses
28
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express language to preempt a state action. Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525, 542

2

(2001). In the instant case, Congress made its purpose manifestly clear.

3

First, Congress provided that the tax returns of certain tax-exempt organizations would

4
generally be public, including an organization’s Schedule B form. Second, Congress expressly
5
6

protected § 501(c)(3) and § 501(c)(4) organizations from mandatory public disclosure of the

7

donor information contained on their Schedule B forms. 26 U.S.C. § 6104(d)(3)(A). Third,

8

Congress limited the ability of state officers, such as a state attorney general, to obtain the

9

unredacted Schedule B from those entities. Under the law, a state attorney general may only

10
11

obtain a Schedule B form of a §501(c) “for the purpose of, and only to the extent necessary in, the
administration of State laws regulating the solicitation or administration of the charitable funds or

12
13
14

charitable assets of such organizations.” 26 U.S.C. § 6104(c)(3).
Thus, even at this juncture in our analysis, the state attorney general could only demand

15

Plaintiff’s unredacted Schedule B by first requesting it from—and explaining the purpose for the

16

request to—the Secretary of the Treasury. But Congress went even further, and explicitly

17

prohibited state officials from requesting the Schedule B forms of § 501(c)(3) organizations. 26

18

U.S.C. § 6104(d)(3) (“the [Treasury] Secretary may make available for inspection or disclosure

19
returns and return information of any organization described in section 501(c) (other than
20
21

organizations described in paragraph (1) or (3) thereof) for the purpose of, and only to the extent

22

necessary in, the administration of State laws regulating the solicitation or administration of the

23

charitable funds or charitable assets of such organizations.” (emphasis supplied).

24
25
26

Thus, the IRC expressly preempts a state attorney general from compelling Plaintiff to
hand over its Schedule B as filed.
ii. Field Preemption

27
Field preemption occurs when Congress and federal agencies put together a framework
28
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“so pervasive” that it “occupie[s] the field” demonstrating that the federal government “left no

2

room for the States to supplement it.” Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492, 2501, 2502

3

(2012) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).

4
In this case, Congress has well occupied the field regarding the disclosure of federal tax
5
6
7

returns. 2 The IRC comprehensively regulates how confidential tax return information must be
treated—and assesses significant sanctions for violations.

8

Such provisions include 26 U.S.C. §§ 6103 (general confidentially of tax returns); 6104

9

(controlling disclosure by nonprofit organizations organized under IRC §§ 501 and 527); 7431

10
11

(civil damages for unauthorized inspection or disclosure of returns or return information);
7213(a)(1) (criminal sanctions for disclosure of returns or return information by federal

12
13
14

employees); 7213(a)(2) (criminal sanctions for disclosure of returns or return information by state
employees); 7213A(a)(2), 7213A(b)(1) (criminal sanctions for unauthorized inspection of returns

15

or return information, including by state employees); 7216 (criminal sanctions for disclosure of

16

tax return or return information by tax preparers). Thus, Congress created multiple sanctions for

17

the numerous ways tax returns and return information may be inappropriately disclosed. These

18

provisions “provide a full set of standards governing [federal tax disclosure]…including the

19
punishment for noncompliance. It was designed as a harmonious whole.” Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at
20
21

2502 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). The privacy of returns and return

22

information is thus comprehensively regulated by federal law. In this context, that includes a §

23

501(c)(3) organization’s unredacted Schedule B. 26 U.S.C. §§ 6104(c)(3) and (d)(3).

24

The Attorney General’s action, if fully implemented, would interfere with Congress’s

25

occupation of the field. “When Congress occupies an entire field…even complementary state

26

regulation is impermissible.” Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at 2502 (emphasis supplied). Permitting state

27
28

2

Federal tax returns, of course, generally not being subject to the historic police power of a state.
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officials to contravene the federal government’s comprehensive scheme regulating the disclosure

2

of federal tax returns would absolutely “ignore[] the basic premise of field preemption—that

3

States may not enter…an area the Federal Government has reserved for itself.” Id. (capitalization

4
in original).
5
6

iii. Conflict Preemption

7

Conflict preemption occurs when “federal law…[is] in irreconcilable conflict with state”

8

action. Barnett Bank of Marion County, N.A. v. Nelson, 517 U.S. 25, 31 (1996) (internal quotation

9

marks and citations omitted). This occurs when there is “such actual conflict between the two

10
11

schemes of regulation that both cannot stand in the same area.” Florida Lime & Avocado
Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132, 141 (1963). In this case, the Attorney General’s actions

12
13
14

“stand[] as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of
Congress.” Crosby, 530 U.S. at 372-373 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).

15

As discussed in the examination of field preemption, supra, the intent of Congress is clear.

16

See Crosby, 530 U.S. at 373 n. 6 (“field pre-emption may be understood as a species of conflict

17

pre-emption” (quoting English v. Gen. Elec. Co., 496 U.S. 72, 79-80 n. 5 (1990))). Here,

18

Congress acted to regulate the disclosure of tax return information and to prevent state officials

19
from obtaining the names and addresses of contributors to § 501(c)(3) organizations. Technically,
20
21

Plaintiff could sua sponte voluntarily mail a copy of its Schedule B to the Attorney General

22

without running afoul of federal law or state action—“compliance with both the federal and state

23

regulations is [not] a physical impossibility”—but doing so only because the Attorney General

24

has threatened to cut Plaintiff off from soliciting contributions in California is obviously contrary

25

to Congress’s intention. Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at 2501 (internal quotation marks and citations

26

omitted). Congress wanted to prevent state attorneys general from seeking, willy-nilly, the

27
unredacted Schedule B forms of § 501(c) organizations—and expressly blocked them from
28
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obtaining the Schedule B of Plaintiff and its fellow § 501(c)(3) entities. Permitting the Attorney

2

General to obtain Plaintiff’s Schedule B would frustrate Congress’s intent that § 501(c)(3)

3

organizations operate in the states without having to provide sensitive information regarding their

4
contributors.
5
6
7

c. The Attorney General’s demand unconstitutionally infringes upon the
freedom of association.

8

Duly enacted federal law shielding contributor information coincides with and

9

complements seven decades of Supreme Court jurisprudence concerning associational liberty. “It

10
11

is beyond debate that freedom to engage in association for the advancement of beliefs and ideas is
an inseparable aspect of the liberty assured by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth

12
13
14

Amendment.” NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, 357 U.S. 449, 460 (1958); see also Perry v.
Schwarzenegger, 591 F.3d 1126, 1132 (9th Cir. 2010) (“The freedom to associate with others for

15

the common advancement of…beliefs and ideas lies at the heart of the First Amendment”). After

16

all, “[a]n individual’s freedom to speak, to worship, and to petition the government for the redress

17

of grievances could not be vigorously protected from interference by the State unless a correlative

18

freedom to engage in group effort toward those ends were not also guaranteed.” Roberts v. U.S.

19
Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609, 622 (1984).
20
21

Certainly, a government may compel certain disclosures in certain circumstances. Like all

22

freedoms, associational freedom may be limited, so long as the state does so narrowly and

23

specifically, in pursuit of an obvious and compelling government interest. See Bates v. City of

24

Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 523 (1960). But states may only do so with great care. Id. It has been

25

long recognized that “[c]ompelled disclosure[]” of the type the Attorney General seeks “ha[s] a

26

deterrent effect on the exercise of First Amendment rights and…[is] therefore subject

27
to…exacting scrutiny.” Perry, 591 F.3d at 1139-1140. “[I]t is immaterial whether the beliefs
28
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sought to be advanced by association pertain to political, economic, religious[,] or cultural

2

matters…state action which may have the effect of curtailing the freedom to associate is subject

3

to” this heightened standard of review. NAACP, 357 U.S. at 460-61. It falls to the Attorney

4
General to justify her act, to describe the compelling government interest involved, and to
5
6

demonstrate that her demand is specifically tailored toward that interest.

7

Financial support is the lifeblood of organizations engaged in public debate. See, e.g.

8

Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 22 (1976). But the Attorney General’s effort to obtain the names

9

and addresses of financial supporters of (presumably) all § 501(c)(3) organizations electing to do

10
11

business in California threatens to curtail that necessary supply of resources. It is altogether wellestablished that “[f]inancial transactions can reveal much about a person’s activities, associations,

12
13
14

and beliefs,” much of which is no business of the state Attorney General’s office. California
Bankers Ass’n v. Shultz, 416 U.S. 21, 78-79 (1974) (Powell, J., concurring). The First

15

Amendment’s protection of free association “need[s] breathing space to survive,” and

16

associational liberty is “protected not only against heavy-handed frontal attack, but also from

17

being stifled by more subtle governmental interference.” NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 433

18

(1963); Bates, 361 U.S. at 523. This is precisely why the IRC statutes listed supra stringently

19
regulate the disclosure and use of confidential tax records: they are designed to prevent our
20
21
22

federal tax laws from deterring the freedom of association. See p. 9-10, citing to 26 U.S.C. §
6103, etc. The Attorney General’s demand, if fulfilled, will work the opposite result.

23

There is analogous precedent which works against the Attorney General’s untailored

24

demand for contributor names and addresses. In NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, the state

25

sought the names and addresses of registered supporters of the National Association for the

26

Advancement of Colored People (“NAACP”) “to determine whether petitioner was conducting

27
intrastate business in violation of the Alabama foreign corporation registration statute.” NAACP,
28
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357 U.S. at 464. The Supreme Court found that “the effect of compelled disclosure of the

2

membership lists…[would] abridge the rights of” NAACP members “to engage in lawful

3

association in support of their common beliefs.” Id. at 460. Moreover, the government could find

4
no interest to overwhelm the constitutional presumption against disclosure. Id. at 466. Indeed, the
5
6

NAACP Court was “unable to perceive” how the names and addresses of the NAACP’s registered

7

supporters were relevant to the state’s proffered interest in regulating intrastate business. Id. at

8

464. Without such a nexus between the mandated disclosure and the state’s interest, Alabama’s

9

efforts to obtain the names and addresses of NAACP supporters failed. Id. at 466.

10
11

Other cases from the same era rebuffed similar justifications for a state’s obtaining the
names and addresses of members or financial contributors to organizations. For example,

12
13
14

municipalities in Arkansas argued for the right to obtain names and addresses of NAACP
supporters as “an adjunct of their power to impose occupational license taxes.” Bates, 361 U.S. at

15

525. Although the municipalities also intended to publish these names and addresses, the Court

16

noted that “[n]o power is more basic to the ultimate purpose and function of government than is

17

the power to tax.” Id. at 524. Even against such a weighty interest, the Court could find “no

18

relevant correlation between the power of the municipalities to impose occupational license taxes

19
and the compulsory disclosure and publication of the membership lists.” Id. at 525; see also
20
21

Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation Comm., 372 U.S. 539, 557-58 (1963) (order

22

compelling organization president to bring names and addresses of contributors and members to a

23

state investigation into alleged Communist infiltration of outside organizations unconstitutional

24

where the state had no indication the targeted organization was under Communist influence).

25
26

Here, the Attorney General seeks to compel the disclosure of names and addresses of
Plaintiff’s financial contributors—without tailoring her demand to a government interest. Just as

27
the NAACP Court was “unable to perceive” how the names and addresses of the NAACP’s
28
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registered supporters would permit the state “to determine whether petitioner was conducting

2

intrastate business in violation of the Alabama foreign corporation registration statute,” it is not

3

readily apparent what compelling state interest would be served by the Attorney General

4
obtaining Plaintiff’s contributor list. The names, addresses, and total contribution amounts of
5
6
7

Plaintiff’s contributors will provide the state with zero relevant information as to Plaintiff’s
corporate purpose or educational activities. See Form 990, Schedule B.

8

In these circumstances, the Constitution does not permit the Attorney General’s action.

9

Plaintiff has a First Amendment interest in keeping the identities of its financial supporters out of

10
11

the Attorney General’s hands, and the Attorney General has not shown a compelling
governmental interest to support her demand. “[S]omething…outweighs nothing every time.”

12
13
14
15

SpeechNow.org v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 695 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (en banc) (internal citation and
quotation omitted) (ellipsis in original).
II.

Absent the requested relief, CCP will suffer irreparable harm.

16

“‘The loss of First Amendment freedoms, for even minimal amounts of time,

17

unquestionably constitutes irreparable injury.’” Valle Del Sol Inc. v. Whiting, 709 F.3d 808, 828

18

(9th Cir. 2013) (“Valle Del Sol I”) (quoting Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 373 (1976)). And as the

19
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reiterated, “the Supreme Court has held that fund-raising for
20
21

charitable organizations is fully protected speech.” Gaudiya Vaishnava Soc. v. San Francisco,

22

952 F.2d 1059, 1063 (9th Cir. 1991) (citing Bd. of Trs. v. Fox, 492 U.S. 469 (1989)); see also

23

Riley v. Nat'l Fed'n of the Blind, 487 U.S. 781 (1988) (striking down North Carolina law

24

compelling speech of professional fundraisers on First Amendment grounds). Nevertheless,

25

absent injunctive relief, CCP jeopardizes its ability to engage in “fully protected” fundraising

26

speech unless it discloses information about its contributors—information which the federal

27
government has explicitly acknowledged both CCP and its contributors have an interest in
28
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keeping private. 26 U.S.C. §§ 6104(c)(3) and (d)(3). Thus, CCP is faced with a stark choice:

2

refuse to turn over its Schedule B and risk heavy fines, loss of protected speech rights, and

3

diminished resources with which to further its charitable mission; or turn over its Schedule B,

4
thereby violating the confidentiality of CCP’s contributors. Either option would result in
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

irreparable harm. Thus, action in this Court is essential to vindicate the protections of federal law
and the First Amendment.
a. Irreparable harm will result if CCP does not turn over its Schedule B to the
Defendant.
California is one of the wealthiest and most populous states in the nation. Given CCP’s
status as a relatively small nonprofit organization with a lean financial structure, loss of the ability

12
13
14

to fundraise there would certainly cause CCP financial harm and would retard CCP’s ability to
further its mission. The Ninth Circuit has found that where “organizational plaintiffs have shown

15

ongoing harms to their organizational missions as a result of” challenged statutes, “the plaintiffs

16

have established a likelihood of irreparable harm.” Valle Del Sol Inc. v. Whiting, 732 F.3d 1006,

17

1029 (9th Cir. 2013) (“Valle Del Sol II”) (citations omitted). See also Arizona v. United States,

18

641 F.3d 339, 366 (2011) aff’d in part, rev’d in part on other grounds 567 U.S. ___, 132 S. Ct.

19
2492 (2012) (“We have ‘stated that an alleged constitutional infringement will often alone
20
21
22

constitute irreparable harm.’”) (quoting Assoc. Gen. Contractors v. Coal. For Econ. Equity, 950
F.2d 1401, 1412 (9th Cir. 1991).

23

Moreover, absent the requested relief, CCP faces more than the loss of fundraising ability

24

in a large and prosperous state. Under California law, “[t]he Attorney General may issue a cease

25

and desist order whenever the Attorney General finds that any entity…has committed an act that

26

would constitute a violation of…an order issued by the Attorney General, including, but not

27
limited to…fail[ure] to file a financial report, or [filing] an incomplete financial report.” CAL.
28
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GOV. CODE § 12591.1(b)(3). After making such a finding, in addition to suspending membership

2

in the Registry, the Attorney General

3

5

may impose a penalty on any person or entity, not to exceed one thousand dollars
($1,000) per act or omission. Penalties shall accrue, commencing on the fifth day
after notice [of the violation] is given, at a rate of one hundred dollars ($100) per
day for each day until that person or entity corrects that violation.”

6

CAL. GOV. CODE. § 12591.1(c). These fines would be significant for an organization of CCP’s

4

7

size and resources, and would further harm CCP and its mission. This is particularly so because,

8
once such fines begin to accrue, a nonprofit’s suspension from the Registry continues until it has
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

paid them off. CAL. GOV. CODE § 12591.1(d).
b. Irreparable harm will result if CCP produces its Schedule B in response to
the Attorney General’s demand.
If CCP does produce its Schedule B, it may avoid suspension from the Registry, fines, and
loss of fundraising rights, but this action too will work irreparable harm. CCP’s right to associate
with its donors will be chilled by this disclosure. Worse still, irreparable harm will come to CCP’s

16
17
18

donors, whose private information will be disclosed to the Attorney General in violation of
federal law. Respectfully, CCP and its supporters do not wish to entrust their confidences to

19

Defendant, and enjoy a First Amendment right not to do so absent some compelling, properly

20

tailored authority.

21
22

Perhaps most concerning, even if CCP does turn over its Schedule B, there is nothing to
stop the Attorney General from demanding further information from CCP (or another nonprofit),

23
and conditioning the permission to fundraise upon compliance with that demand. Thus, even
24
25

assuming the good faith of California government officials, if this Court does not grant

26

preliminary relief, it will set a dangerous precedent. Indeed, it will confirm that an elected,

27

partisan official may demand whatever information he or she desires from an organization, and

28

condition the organization’s solicitation of charitable contributions (and thus, its very existence in
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some cases) upon compliance with that demand.

2
3

III.

The balance of equities favors CCP, and the requested injunction serves the

4
public interest.
5
The final considerations before this Court in considering CCP’s request for injunctive

6
7

relief—the balance of equities and the public interest—are closely related in cases where First

8

Amendment rights are at stake. Indeed, “[i]n First Amendment cases, the Ninth Circuit generally

9

examines these two prongs of the Winter [555 U.S. at 20] inquiry in tandem, recognizing that

10
11

when a regulation restricts First Amendment rights, the equities tip in the plaintiffs’ favor and
advance the public interest in upholding free speech principles.” Cuiviello v. Cal. Expo, 2013

12
13
14
15

U.S. LEXIS 106058 at *34 (E.D. Cal. 2013) (citing Thalheimer v. City of San Diego, 645 F.3d
1109, 1128-29 (9th Cir. 2011); Kline v. City of San Clemente, 584 F.3d 1196, 1208 (9th Cir.
2009)).

16

The case at bar presents a clear-cut illustration of why these two factors reinforce one

17

another in the context of protected speech. If CCP discloses its Schedule B, this will tread upon

18

the First Amendment association rights of CCP and its donors. If CCP does not disclose its

19
Schedule B, it must give up its First Amendment right to the “fully protected speech” that is
20
21

charitable solicitation. The Attorney General, on the other hand, has asserted no interest

22

whatsoever in CCP’s Schedule B, has never before requested this information in all of the years

23

CCP has solicited charitable contributions in the state, and is already in receipt of CCP’s publicly

24

available Form 990. Thus, the balance of equities clearly favors CCP in this case.

25
26

Moreover, “[i]t is clear that it would not be equitable or in the public’s interest to allow
the state to violate the requirements of federal law, especially when there are no adequate

27
remedies available.” Valle Del Sol II, 732 F.3d at 1029 (internal citations, quotations, and ellipses
28
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1

omitted). Here, any outcome other than preliminary relief would result in a violation of federal

2

law. Thus, the public interest also favors the grant of the relief requested. Finally, as regards to

3

the bond requirement for an injunction, CCP is not creating any financial harm to Defendant,

4
“and the bond amount may be zero if there is no evidence the party will suffer damages from the
5
6
7

injunction.” Conn. Gen. Life Ins. Co. v. New Images of Beverly Hills, 321 F.3d 878, 882 (9th Cir.
2003).
CONCLUSION

8
9
10
11

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff’s Motion for a Preliminary Injunction should be
granted.
Dated this 20th day of March, 2014.

12
Respectfully Submitted,

13
14
15
16
17

/s/ Alan Gura
Alan Gura, Calif. Bar No. 178,221
Gura & Possesky, PLLC
105 Oronoco Street, Suite 305
Alexandria, VA 22314
703.835.9085/Fax 703.997.7665
alan@gurapossessky.com

/s/ Allen Dickerson
Allen Dickerson*
Center for Competitive Politics
124 S. West St., Suite 201
Alexandria, VA 22314
703.894.6800/Fax 703.894.6811
adickerson@campaignfreedom.org
*Admitted pro hac vice
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